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This paper is concerned with contact distribution functions of a ran-
dom closed set � = ⋃∞

n=1�n in �d, where the �n are assumed to be random
nonempty convex bodies. These distribution functions are defined here in
terms of a distance function which is associated with a strictly convex
gauge body (structuring element) that contains the origin in its interior.
Support measures with respect to such distances will be introduced and
extended to sets in the local convex ring. These measures will then be used
in a systematic way to derive and describe some of the basic properties of
contact distribution functions. Most of the results are obtained in a general
nonstationary setting. Only the final section deals with the stationary case.

1. Introduction. We consider a random closed set � in �d (see [21]) of
the form

� =
∞⋃
n=1

�n�

defined on some probability space ���� �P�. The grains �n are assumed to be
random nonempty convex bodies (that is, nonempty compact convex sets) in �d

such that each bounded set is intersected by only a finite number of the grains.
Such grain models can be used to describe a great variety of random patterns
occurring in stochastic geometry, stereology and mathematical morphology
(see, e.g., [21, 33, 34]). Our main interest in this paper is the investigation of
the contact distribution functions of �, which are defined as the distribution
functions of the random variables

dB�x� �= min
{
r ≥ 0� � ∩ �x+ rB� 	= �

}
� x ∈ �d�

where the structuring element (or gauge body) B is assumed to be a con-
vex body which contains the origin in its interior. These functions summarize
important information about � and are a fundamental concept in stochas-
tic geometry (see [34]). For a stationary (i.e., spatially homogeneous) grain
model �, the estimation of the contact distribution functions has been studied
extensively (see [3, 4, 11, 10], and the survey in [1]). Such estimators provide
a summary description of the random set � and can be used to perform a first
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model check. In [3], for instance, it has been proposed to use the hazard rate
of the contact distribution function to judge whether the pattern is completely
random (i.e., a Boolean model) or not.
Although stationarity is a common assumption in stochastic geometry, it

is rather obvious that stationarity cannot be justified in certain applications.
Hahn and Stoyan [9] (see also [8]), for instance, have been motivated by exam-
ples in materials science and biology to analyze surface processes with a gra-
dient. These processes are not invariant under the full group of translations
but only with respect to translations that are perpendicular to a specific direc-
tion. Further examples for the practical relevance of statistically inhomoge-
neous random media can be found in [25], a paper that uses methods from
stochastic geometry to analyze a specific grain model with spherical grains.
Our aim here is to provide an analysis of some of the basic properties of
the contact distribution functions of the general nonstationary grain model
introduced above. The absence of stationarity requires a careful analysis of
the local behavior of � and to reach that goal we will combine methods from
convex and integral geometry with the theory of random measures and point
processes (see [15]). Our main technical tool from convex geometry is the the-
ory of support (curvature) measures. These support measures are associated
with locally finite unions of convex bodies, and they are introduced as suitable
nonnegative extensions of support measures of convex bodies in Minkowski
spaces (finite-dimensional normed vector spaces). This theory is then applied
to the support measures of the random set �, and thus we arrive at random
support measures. Random curvature measures (with respect to the Euclidean
distance) are quite popular in stochastic geometry (see, e.g., [21, 2, 42, 43, 31,
34, 5, 36]) and their densities are important characteristics of stationary grain
models.
Let

p̄�x� �= P�x ∈ ��� x ∈ �d�

denote the volume density of �. From now on we adopt the general assumption
that B ⊂ �d is a convex body which contains 0 as an interior point. For
p̄�x� < 1 the contact distribution function of � with respect to B is defined by

HB�x� r� �= P
(
dB�x� ≤ r�x 	∈ �

)
� x ∈ �d� r ≥ 0

If p̄�x� = 1, then we set HB�x� r� �= 1. Since we have not assumed that � is
stationary, all these quantities depend on x ∈ �d. Clearly, since 0 ∈ intB and
� 	= �, the contact distribution functions are nondegenerate. If B = Bd is the
closed Euclidean unit ball in �d, then dBd�x� is the Euclidean distance from x
to � andHB is the spherical contact distribution function of �. In the general
case we define the gauge function g�B� ·� of B by

g�B�x� �= min {r ≥ 0� x ∈ rB
}
�

and then the distance function dB can be represented as

dB�x� = min
{
g�B�y− x�� y ∈ �

}
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If B is additionally assumed to be centrally symmetric, then g�B� ·� defines a
norm with unit ball B. The space �d equipped with such a norm is called a
Minkowski space (see [35]). In the following, we use the termMinkowski space,
although we do not adopt any symmetry assumptions. It should be emphasized
that in such a space all measurements are based on the underlying gauge body
alone.
Obviously, we have 0 < dB�x� ≤ r if and only if x ∈ �� + rB̌�\� with

B̌ �= �−x� x ∈ B�. If � is stationary, this easily implies that P�0 < dB�x� ≤ r�
is the volume fraction of the “outer parallel” set ��+ rB̌�\�, that is,

P
(
0 < dB�x� ≤ r

) = (
� d�A�)−1E[� d����+ rB̌�\�� ∩A�]�

where A is any Borel set with positive and finite Lebesgue measure � d�A�.
For a deterministic convex body K ⊂ �d, the volume � d��K + rB̌�\K� can
be computed with the aid of certain mixed volumes of K and B̌ (see, e.g.,
[28]), and a converse statement is also true. If, moreover, B is the Euclidean
unit ball, then the classical Steiner formula allows us to express � d��K +
rB̌�\K� in terms of the intrinsic volumes Vj�K�� j = 0�    � d − 1. For a
general element K of the convex ring and for B as described above, it is not
clear at first glance whether a Steiner-type formula exists for the volume
� d��K + rB̌�\K�. In the Euclidean context, however, it has recently been
shown that even a local version of such a Steiner-type formula exists and
that it involves nonnegative extensions C+

j �K� ·�� j = 0�    � d − 1, of the
generalized curvature (or support) measures on �d×�d (see [20]). For convex
bodies K these measures, denoted by Cj�K� ·�, have been introduced in [26]
(with a different notation and normalization) as a joint generalization of the
curvature and the surface area measures ofK. The treatment of more general
structuring elements B suggests the introduction of support measures also
in Minkowski spaces. Moreover, it is a fair conjecture that these measures
should be useful in a nonstationary probabilistic setting as well. Some reasons
for considering general structuring elements have been discussed in [10]. We
merely wish to point out that the flexibility gained in being able to treat
a great variety of test bodies makes it possible to obtain information about
the geometric shape rather than just the size of a random pattern. Recent
developments concerning integral geometry in Minkowski spaces (see [29, 32])
partly motivated the present approach.
We are now in a position to formulate the main aims of this paper. Gener-

alizing a construction in [29], we first define support measures CB
j �K� ·�� j =

0�    � d− 1, for convex bodies K with respect to a strictly convex gauge body
B containing an open neighborhood of the origin. Secondly, we extend these
measures to sets K in the extended (local) convex ring, that is, to typical real-
izations of the grain model �. In the main part of the paper (Section 4), we
will then exploit these support measures in a systematic way to study some of
the basic properties of the contact distribution functions such as existence and
form of densities. Because we do not assume stationarity, most of our results
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are new even in the Euclidean case. In the final section, we will show what
some of our results look like for a stationary �.
The detailed organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we intro-

duce the support measures CB
j �K� ·� and discuss some of their basic properties.

As in the Euclidean case (see [27]) we define them using a local version of the
Steiner formula in Minkowski spaces. A similar approach to so-called rela-
tive support measures has independently been developed by Kiderlen [16].
The corresponding results from [16] are contained in joint work of Kiderlen
and Weil [17]. In Section 3, we discuss additive as well as nonnegative exten-
sions CB

j �K� ·� and C
B�+
j �K� ·�, respectively, of these measures to sets K in

the local convex ring. (In Sections 3–5 we will usually not indicate the depen-
dence on B of these and other notions in order to simplify our notation.) The
nonnegative measures CB�+

j �K� ·� will be obtained as restrictions of the addi-
tive extensions CB

j �K� ·� to the Minkowski normal bundle NB�K� of K with
respect to B. In fact, we show (Theorem 3.4) that this particular nonnegative
extension leads to the same result as another construction, using local paral-
lel sets with multiplicities, which is due to Matheron [21] and Schneider [27]
in a Euclidean space. The main result (Theorem 3.3) provides a Steiner-type
formula in Minkowski spaces for sets from the local convex ring. An important
prerequisite is Theorem 3.2 which shows that the exoskeleton ofK (see [33, 6])
with respect to the gauge function g�B� ·� has Lebesgue measure 0. In the
special but important case j = d − 1, we show that CB

d−1�K� ·� = C
B�+
d−1 �K� ·�

(Theorem 3.9).
In Section 4, we turn our attention to the general grain model � and con-

sider the random support measures C
B�+
j ��� ·�� j = 0�    � d − 1. Our first

result (Theorem 4.1) provides a fundamental relationship between the con-
tact distribution function and the intensity measure �B�+

d−1 �·� �= E
[
C

B�+
d−1 ��� ·�

]
.

The Euclidean special case of this result has been proposed in [8]. In fact, our
result includes the more general functions

HB�x� r�A� �= P
(
dB�x� ≤ r� uB�x� ∈ A�x 	∈ �

)
�(1.1)

whereA ⊂ �d ismeasurable anduB�x� is defined by the equalitydB�x�uB�x� =
x− pB�x�, whenever there is a unique point pB�x� ∈ � realizing the minimal
distance of x from � in the Minkowski space associated with B. Using these
more general functions is essentially equivalent to considering the conditional
distribution function of the Minkowskian contact vector x−pB�x� at x given
that x 	∈ �. In fact, once we knowHB�x� ·� ·�, we also know the conditional dis-
tribution of the random vector �dB�x�� uB�x�� given that x 	∈ �, and this again
is equivalent to knowing the conditional distribution function of x − pB�x�
given that x 	∈ �. We remark that, for � d almost all x ∈ �d, P-a.s. pB�x� − x
is the unique vector which points from x to the unique intersection point of �
and x+dB�x�B; moreover, the vector uB�x� has the same direction as x−pB�x�,
and it is normalized in such a way that its endpoint lies on the boundary of B̌.
If �B�+

j �·×�d� is locally finite for j = 0�    � d−1 and �B�+
d−1 �·×A� is absolutely
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continuous with density λB�+
d−1 �·�A�, then we prove that �1−p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� is

“weakly” differentiable at t = +0 for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d and the derivative is just
2λB�+

d−1 �x�A�. In the Euclidean case, for instance, 2�B�+
d−1 �C×�d� is essentially

the expected surface content of that part of the boundary of � contained in the
set C. Hence, the above result includes as a special case the pleasant fact that
the surface density 2λB�+

d−1 �x��d� can be obtained as the (weak) limit of the
difference quotient t−1�P�x ∈ �+ tB̌� −P�x ∈ ��� as t → +0. Matheron (see
page 50 of [21]) called such a result a probabilistic version of a well-known
integral-geometric principle. In comparison to the Euclidean setting, the sur-
face density 2λB�+

d−1 �x��d� involves an additional weighting function which
takes into account the anisotropy of the gauge body B. We should empha-
size that even the deterministic special case of Theorem 4.1 is new (compare
Remark 4.8). A by-product is the formula

� d�K+ εB� = � d�K� + ε
∫
hB�u�Sd−1�K�du� + o�ε�

as ε→+0, whereK is in the convex ring, hB denotes the support function ofB
and Sd−1�K� ·� is the additive (and nonnegative) extension of the Euclidean
surface area measure of order d−1 to the convex ring (see Section 4.4 in [28]).
In the second and main part of Section 4 we proceed with a more detailed

analysis using the marked point process � �= ��ξn�Zn��, where ξn is the
“center” of �n and Zn = �n − ξn for all n ∈ �. Under reasonable technical
assumptions on � the function �1 − p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� turns out to be abso-
lutely continuous for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d. The densities can be expressed in terms
of the Palm probabilities P�x�K� of � satisfying the heuristic equation P�x�K� =
P�·��x�K� ∈ �� and the support measures CB

j �K� ·�. These results are com-
plemented by formulas for the intensity measures �B�+

j �·� �= E
[
C

B�+
j ��� ·�],

j = 0�    � d − 1. Palm probabilities are a very important and powerful tool
(see, e.g., [22, 15]) and can be used to describe and to analyze the dependency
structure of a point process. In the fundamental special case of a Poisson pro-
cess � the Palm probability P�x�K� of � arises by adding the point �x�K�, that
is, P�x�K��� ∈ ·� = P���∪��x�K��� ∈ ·�. This is Slivnyak’s theorem. Assuming
the intensity measure of � to be of the form f�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�, the den-
sity of the direction dependent contact distribution function, which we defined
in (1.1), can then explicitly be expressed in terms of the integrals∫ ∫

1�b ∈ A�f�x− z− tb�K�CB
j �K�d�z� b��Q0�dK��

where j = 0�    � d− 1. In more general cases one cannot expect such explicit
results. However, important classes of point processes such as Gibbsian point
processes, Cox processes and Poisson cluster processes can be characterized
by their Palm probabilities. Therefore we will use these examples to illustrate
our results.
The final Section 5 treats the stationary case and generalizes some results

of [20, 3, 10]. Some further discussion of the stationary situation is contained
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in [19] and [14]. Section 5 does also contain an extensive discussion of the
homogeneous Boolean model (see also [34, 37, 31]).

2. Some results from Minkowski geometry. Minkowski spaces pro-
vide a rich framework for geometric investigations. In Sections 2 and 3 we give
an introduction to some notions and results which proved useful in Euclidean
spaces, but which have not been considered before in the general setting of
finite-dimensional normed linear spaces, where a priori no scalar product is
available. Although there is a variety of results of a purely geometric nature,
which could be investigated by the current approach, our main motivation for
the present work is to treat applications in stochastic geometry concerning
contact distribution functions.
We start by introducing a few facts from Minkowski geometry assuming,

however, some familiarity with notation and basic results of the (Euclidean)
geometry of convex bodies (see [28]). By a convex body we mean a nonempty
compact convex set. Let� d be the set of convex bodies in �d. In the following,
the symbol B will always refer to a convex body belonging to the set � d

sc of
convex bodies which are strictly convex and contain an open neighborhood
of the origin. In Section 4, we will sometimes additionally assume that B is
smooth. By this we mean that through each boundary point of B there passes
precisely one support plane. We will not assume B to be centrally symmetric.
Let us denote by g�B� ·� = gB�·� the sublinear gauge function of B.
For a nonempty closed set K ⊂ �d� K 	= �d, we define the distance from

x ∈ �d to K with respect to B by

dB�K�x� �= min {g�B�y− x�� y ∈K
}


The distance function dB�K� ·� is convex and Lipschitz. It is easy to check that
dB�K�x� = min {r ≥ 0� �x+ rB� ∩K 	= �

}
= min {r ≥ 0� x ∈K+ rB̌

}


If K is a nonempty closed convex set and t > 0, then x ∈ ∂�K + tB̌� if and
only if dB�K�x� = t. It should be emphasized that all essential geometric
notions introduced subsequently will be intrinsically defined, that is, they
only depend upon Minkowskian quantities. Nonetheless it is convenient to
introduce a (Euclidean) scalar product �·� ·�, which will be helpful in proofs
and for reasons of comparison. By Bd and Sd−1 we denote the corresponding
Euclidean unit ball and the unit sphere centered at the origin, respectively.
The support function of a convex body L ∈� d is defined by

hL�u� �= h�L�u� �= max {�x�u�� x ∈ L
}
� u ∈ �d

Of course, it would be more appropriate to define the support function hL as
a functional which is defined on the dual space of �d. But since the support
function is merely used as an auxiliary tool, this definition, which resorts to
Euclidean notions, seems to be legitimate. If L is strictly convex, then hL is
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continuously differentiable on �d\�0�, and �∇hL�u�� coincides with the sup-
port set F�L�u� of L at u ∈ �d\�0�; see [28] for explicit definitions. Further,
if L ∈� d and x ∈ ∂L, then we define

NBd�L�x� �= {
u ∈ Sd−1� �x�u� = h�L�u�}

and

NBd�L� �= {�x�u� ∈ ∂L× �d� u ∈NBd�L�x�}
It is well-known that the last definition is consistent with the one given below
for general Minkowski spaces. A boundary point x ∈ ∂L is said to be regular if
the linear hull ofNBd�L�x� is one-dimensional, that is, if there exists precisely
one hyperplane which separates L and x. The last formulation shows that this
definition is independent of Euclidean notions. Finally, we write � r� r ≥ 0,
for the r-dimensional Hausdorff measure defined with respect to the auxiliary
Euclidean metric. Observe, however, that up to a positive constant multiplier
� d is the unique translation invariant Haar measure on �d.
Henceforth, we will assume that K ∈� d. Then for any point x ∈ �d there

is a unique y ∈K such that dB�K�x� = g�B�y− x�. This easily follows from
the strict convexity of B. We call pB�K�x� �= y the Minkowski projection of
x onto K with respect to B and define

uB�K�x� �= x− pB�K�x�
dB�K�x� ∈ ∂B̌

if x /∈ K. The Minkowski normal bundle NB�K� of K with respect to B is
defined by

NB�K� �= {�pB�K�x�� uB�K�x��� x ∈ ∂�K+ tB̌�}�
for any t > 0. That the last definition is independent of the particular choice of
the distance parameter t can, for example, be seen from the following lemma,
which again will be applied in Section 3.

Lemma 2.1. For any K ∈� d,

NB�K� = {�x�∇hB̌�u��� �x�u� ∈NBd�K�}
Let t > 0. Then uB�K�x� = ∇hB̌�u� for any x ∈ ∂�K + tB̌� and any u ∈ �d

such that �x�u� ∈ NBd�K+ tB̌�. In particular, for any x ∈ ∂�K+ tB̌� there is

some u ∈ �d\�0� such that uB�K�x� = ∇hB̌�u� and �x�u� ∈NBd�K+ tB̌�.

Proof. Let t > 0 be fixed, let x ∈ ∂�K + tB̌� and set z �= pB�K�x�.
Then z ∈ ∂K, �x + tB� ∩K = �z� and dB�K�x� = t. Hence, there is some
u ∈ Sd−1 such that the hyperplane H = �y ∈ �d� �y − z�u� = 0� separates
K and x + tB. We can assume that x + tB ⊂ �y ∈ �d� �y − z�u� ≥ 0� and
K ⊂ �y ∈ �d� �y−z�u� ≤ 0�. The first inclusion implies that �t−1�x−z�� u� =
h�B̌� u�, and hence uB�K�x� = ∇hB̌�u�. From the second inclusion we get
�z�u� = h�K�u�, and thus �z�u� ∈NBd�K�.
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Conversely, let �x�u� ∈ NBd�K�. First, we have x + t∇hB̌�u� ∈ ∂�K + tB̌�,
since �x+ t∇hB̌�u�� u� = h�K+ tB̌� u�. This yields that dB�K�x+ t∇hB̌�u��=
t, and hence we obtain pB�K�x + t∇hB̌�u�� = x and uB�K�x + t∇hB̌�u�� =
∇hB̌�u�. This shows that �x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈NB�K�.
For the second statement, let x ∈ ∂�K + tB̌� and t > 0, and hence t =

dB�K�x� > 0. For any u ∈ NBd�K + tB̌� x� we get x ∈ F�K + tB̌� u� =
F�K�u� + t�∇hB̌�u��, and this implies x− t∇hB̌�u� ∈ F�K�u� ⊂ K. In addi-
tion, it follows that

g
(
B�x− t∇hB̌�u� − x

) = g
(
B�−t∇hB̌�u�

) = tg
(
B�∇hB�−u�

) = t = dB�K�x�
Thus x− t∇hB̌�u� satisfies the conditions which characterize pB�K�x�. ✷

The next lemma implies thatNB�K� is at least homeomorphic to ∂�K+tB̌�,
for any t > 0. The spaces � d and � d

sc are endowed with the topology induced
by the Hausdorff metric.

Lemma 2.2. The map p� � d
sc ×� d × �d → �d, �B�K�x� �→ pB�K�x�, is

continuous.

Proof. Let Bi�B ∈ � d
sc , Ki�K ∈ � d and xi, x ∈ �d, for i ∈ �, and

assume that Bi → B, Ki → K and xi → x as i → ∞. Let I ⊂ � be any
infinite set. Then it is sufficient to show that pI = pB�K�x�, provided that
pBi

�Ki�xi� → pI as i→∞ and i ∈ I.
From Theorem 1.8.7 in [28] we get that pI ∈K, since pBi

�Ki�xi� ∈Ki for
all i ∈ I. Let y ∈K be arbitrarily chosen. Then there are points yi ∈Ki, i ∈ I,
such that yi → y as i→∞ and i ∈ I. This follows again from Theorem 1.8.7
in [28]. Therefore, for all i ∈ I, g�Bi�pBi

�Ki�xi�−xi� ≤ g�Bi�yi−xi�. Passing
to the limit yields that g�B�pI−x� ≤ g�B�y−x�. The last conclusion follows
from the continuity of the map � d

sc ×�d → �0�∞�, �L�z� �→ g�L�z�, that can
easily be checked. ✷

The principal aim of this section is to provide a construction of support (or
generalized curvature) measures for arbitrary convex bodies in a Minkowski
space with a strictly convex gauge body B ∈� d

sc . Some of the arguments and
underlying ideas have been inspired by the ones in [28], Sections 4.1 and 4.2
and [29]. The present setting, however, is more general.
Fix K ∈� d and ρ > 0 for the moment. By Lemma 2.2, the map

fB
ρ � �K+ ρB̌�\K→ �d × �d� x �→ (

pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�)�
is continuous and hence measurable. Here and in the following, measurability
always refers to the Borel σ-field ��T� of a topological space T. Thus, for any
D ∈ ���d × �d�, the set

MB
ρ �K�D� �= {

x ∈ �d� 0 < dB�K�x� ≤ ρ� �pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� ∈ D
}
�
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which is equal to
(
fB
ρ

)−1�D�, is measurable. A measure µB
ρ �K� ·� is defined on

the Borel subsets of �d × �d by setting

µB
ρ �K� ·� �= � d

(
MB

ρ �K� ·�)
Note thatMB

ρ �K��d × �d� = �K+ ρB̌�\K, which implies that

µB
ρ �K��d × �d� =

d−1∑
j=0

ρd−j
(
d

j

)
V
(
K�j�� B̌�d− j�)�(2.1)

themixed volumesV�K�j�� B̌�d−j��are, for example, introduced inSection 5.1
of [28].
Using Lemma 2.2, one can easily check that the map µB

ρ �� d×���d×�d� →
� enjoys the same properties as in the Euclidean case, that is, analogues of
Theorems 4.1.1–4.1.3 in [28] remain true in the setting of Minkowski geometry
(compare also [29]).
The measure µB

ρ �K� ·� is concentrated on NB�K�. Again essentially the
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 in [28] shows that the map
�B�K� �→ µB

ρ �K� ·� from � d
sc ×� d into the space of finite Borel measures on

�d × �d is weakly continuous.
In order to establish a local Steiner formula in Minkowski spaces, we first

consider the case where K = P is a polytope. Let us denote by �j�P� the set
of j-dimensional faces of P. Fix j ∈ �0�    � d − 1� and F ∈ �j�P� for the
moment. Then we set N�P�F� �= NBd�P�x0� for an arbitrary x0 ∈ relintF.
By Lemma 2.1,

MB
ρ

(
P�D ∩ �relintF× �d�)

= {
a+ t∇hB̌�u�� t ∈ �0� ρ�� u ∈N�P�F�� a ∈ relintF� �a�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D

}


Let F⊥ be the orthogonal complement of F, and let 4�·�F⊥�� �d → F⊥ denote
the orthogonal projection onto F⊥. Here orthogonality refers to our auxiliary
scalar product. We define

WF
ρ �= {

4
(
t∇hB̌�u��F⊥)� t ∈ �0� ρ�� u ∈N�P�F�}

and

GF�
{
t∇hB̌�u�� t ∈ �0� ρ�� u ∈N�P�F�}→WF

ρ �

t∇hB̌�u� �→ 4�t∇hB̌�u��F⊥�
Since 4

(
t∇hB̌�u��F⊥) ∈ t∂4�B̌�F⊥�, for t ∈ �0� ρ� and u ∈N�P�F�, and since

B is strictly convex, it follows that GF is injective. In fact, it is easy to see
that GF is a homeomorphism. Let aF ∈ relintF be arbitrarily chosen, and set
a⊥F �= 4�aF�F

⊥�. Set G−
F�·� �= g�B̌�G−1

F �·��−1G−1
F �·� and note that this map is

scaling invariant. Then

4�·�F⊥�−1({z+ a⊥F
}) ∩MB

ρ

(
P�D ∩ �relintF× �d�)
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is equal to �a +G−1
F �z� ∈ �d� a ∈ relintF� �a�G−

F�z�� ∈ D� if z ∈ WF
ρ , and is

equal to � otherwise. An application of Fubini’s theorem and the translation
invariance of � d−j hence yield that

µB
ρ

(
P�D ∩ �relintF×�d�) = ρd−j

∫
WF
1

∫
F
1
{(
a�G−

F�z�
) ∈ D

}
� j�da�� d−j�dz�

For j = 0�    � d− 1 and D ∈ ���d × �d�, this suggests the definition

bd−jC
B
j �P�D� �= ∑

F∈�j�P�

∫
WF
1

∫
F
1
{(
a�G−

F�z�
) ∈ D

}
� j�da�� d−j�dz��

where bi �= πi/2/8�i/2+ 1� is the volume of an i-dimensional Euclidean unit
ball. Thus from

µB
ρ �P�D� =

d−1∑
j=0

∑
F∈�j�P�

µB
ρ �P�D ∩ (relintF× �d�)

we finally obtain that

µB
ρ �P�D� =

d−1∑
j=0

ρd−jbd−jC
B
j �P�D�

Essentially in the same way as in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of [28], the preceding
considerations lead to the local Steiner formula (2.2) in a Minkowski space. In
the special case B = Bd the following theorem, except for the last statement,
boils down to Theorem 4.2.1 from [28]. A function ϕ on� d with values in some
Abelian group is called additive if ϕ�K1∪K2�+ϕ�K1∩K2� = ϕ�K1�+ϕ�K2�,
whenever K1�K2�K1 ∪K2 ∈� d.

Theorem 2.3. For an arbitrary convex body K ∈� d and j = 0�    � d− 1
there exist finite positive measures CB

j �K� ·� on ���d × �d� such that

µB
ρ �K�D� =

d−1∑
j=0

ρd−jbd−jC
B
j �K�D�(2.2)

holds for ρ > 0 and D ∈ ���d × �d�. The mapping K �→ CB
j �K� ·� is addi-

tive and, for each D ∈ ���d × �d�, the function CB
j �·�D� is measurable. The

measures CB
j �K� ·� are concentrated on NB�K�. Moreover, the map �B�K� �→

CB
j �K� ·� from � d

sc ×� d into the space of Borel measures on �d×�d is weakly
continuous.

Remark 2.4. The measures CB
j �K� ·� are called the support (or generalized

curvature) measures of K (with respect to B). In the construction of the mea-
sures bd−jC

B
j �K� ·�, Euclidean notions have been used. Nevertheless, these

measures clearly are Minkowski quantities, since the measures µB
ρ �K� ·� are

intrinsically defined and (2.2) holds for all ρ > 0. The normalization of the
measures CB

j �K� ·� is chosen in such a way that for B = Bd they do not
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depend on the dimension of the Euclidean space in which the convex body
K is embedded and such that the full measures coincide with the intrinsic
volumes of K.

We have already seen that the support measures in a Minkowski space
possess similar properties as in a Euclidean space. There are some additional
features such as the dependence on the gauge body. On the other hand, some
properties cannot be preserved in general such as equivariance with respect
to the full group of rigid motions. It is easy to see, however, that the sup-
port measures in an arbitrary Minkowski space are still equivariant under
translations, that is, for all measurable A�C ⊂ �d we have

CB
j �K+ x�A×C� = CB

j �K� �A− x� ×C�� x ∈ �d(2.3)

Additional invariance properties may be satisfied for particular choices of B
with distinguished symmetry properties. For such specific choices of gauge bod-
ies it should be an interesting task to discover additional integral-geometric
results which then could be applied to the investigation of random structures.
We finish this section with some further properties needed later in this

paper. The map �z� b� t� �→ z + tb from NB�K� × �0�∞� to �d\K is a homeo-
morphism with inverse y �→ �pB�K�y�� uB�K�y�� dB�K�y��. Using standard
arguments we can rewrite the Steiner formula (2.2) as∫

�d\K
f�x�� d�dx�=

d−1∑
j=0

�d−j�bd−j
∫ ∞

0
td−j−1

∫
f�z+tb�CB

j �K�d�z�b��dt�(2.4)

where f� �d → � is measurable and nonnegative.
Next, for any ρ > 0, let us denote by pB

ρ the map

pB
ρ � �d × �d → �d × �d� �z� b� �→ �z+ ρb� b�

By an obvious modification of the proof for Theorem 4.2.2 in [28], the following
theorem can be established.

Theorem 2.5. Let K ∈ � d, D ∈ ���d × �d�, ρ > 0, and let m ∈ �0�    �
d− 1�. Then

bd−mC
B
m

(
K+ ρB̌�pB

ρ �D�
) = m∑

j=0
ρm−j

(
d− j

d−m

)
bd−jC

B
j �K�D�

By combining (2.4) and Theorem 2.5 (withm = d−1), one can easily establish
the following disintegration of Lebesgue measure. In aEuclidean space, differ-
ent proofs have been given in [38], Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and [30], Hilfssatz 5.3.1.

Corollary 2.6. Let K ∈� d, and let f� �d → �0�∞� be measurable. Then∫
�d\K

f�x�� d�dx� = 2
∫ ∞

0

∫
∂�K+tB̌�

f�y�CB
d−1�K+ tB̌� dy× �d�dt
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The �d − 1�st support measure CB
d−1�K� ·� admits an explicit representation

in terms of the �d− 1�st Euclidean support measure Cs
d−1�K� ·�, defined with

respect to the Euclidean distance, and the support function of B̌. For its for-
mulation we need the following notation. If x is a regular boundary point of
a convex body K with dimK 	= d − 1 and uBd�K�x� denotes the uniquely
determined Euclidean exterior unit normal vector of K at x, then we set
uB�K�x� �= ∇hB̌�uBd�K�x��. If x is a singular boundary point of K, then
we give uB�K�x� some fixed value in ∂B̌.

Proposition 2.7. For any K ∈� d,

CB
d−1�K� ·� =

∫
1
{(
x�∇hB̌�u�

) ∈ ·}hB̌�u�Cs
d−1�K�d�x�u���

moreover, if dimK 	= d− 1, then

2CB
d−1�K� · × �d� =

∫
∂K

1
{
x ∈ ·}�uB�K�x�� uBd�K�x��� d−1�dx�

Proof. Let P be a d-dimensional polytope. Choose any F ∈ �d−1�P�, and
denote by uF the uniquely determined Euclidean exterior unit normal vector of
P at the facetF. Using the notation of the construction leading to Theorem 2.3,
we get

WF
1 =

{
t�uF�∇hB̌�uF��uF� t ∈ �0�1�

} = {
tuF� t ∈ �0� hB̌�uF��

}
and hence

2CB
d−1�P�D� = ∑

F∈�d−1�P�

∫
F
1
{(
a�∇hB̌�uF�

) ∈ D
}
hB̌�uF�� d−1�da�

= 2
∫
1
{(
x�∇hB̌�u�

) ∈ D
}
hB̌�u�Cs

d−1�P�d�x�u��
This proves the result for polytopes. The general case of the first statement
can then be deduced by approximation, if the weak continuity of the support
measures is exploited.
The second equation follows, for example, from Remark 1 in Schneider [27]

and from the first assertion. Also note that � d−1-a.e. boundary point of K
is regular so that, almost everywhere with respect to the boundary measure,
uBd�K� ·� is equal to the (Euclidean) exterior unit normal vector of K. ✷

Our next result turns out to be particularly useful in the proof of Theorem 3.2
in Section 3. It is immediately implied by Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.7.

Corollary 2.8. Let K ∈� d, and let f� �d → �0�∞� be measurable. Then∫
�d\K

f�x�� d�dx� =
∫ ∞

0

∫
∂�K+tB̌�

f�y�hB̌

(
uBd�K+ tB̌� y�)� d−1�dy�dt

Alternatively, Corollary 2.8 can be inferred by an application of Federer’s
coarea formula to the Lipschitz map dB�K� ·�.
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3. Support measures on the extended convex ring. In this section,
we consider setsK in the extended convex ring, sets which can be represented
as a union

K = ⋃
i∈�

Ki(3.1)

of convex setsKi ∈� d which is locally finite, that is, such that each bounded
set is intersected by only a finite number of the sets Ki. As in the Euclidean
case (see [27]), one can define the additive extension of the support mea-
sures from the preceding section to sets from the convex ring, using the
inclusion–exclusion principle and a general result on continuous valuations by
Groemer [7]. The measures thus obtained are finite signed measures. A non-
negative extension of support measures has also been considered previously
in the setting of Euclidean geometry. These two extensions have found vari-
ous applications, for example, in stochastic geometry. One can construct both
extensions by considering local parallel sets with multiplicities. Such explicit
constructions have the advantage of leading to additional results which cannot
be obtained from the valuation-theoretic approach alone.
Subsequently, we will first describe the additive extension of the support

measures in a general Minkowski space. In order to state a Steiner-type for-
mula for the volume of local outer parallel sets of sets from the extended
convex ring, we then will consider a particular nonnegative extension of sup-
port measures to sets from the local convex ring. This extension is obtained by
restricting the additive extension of the support measures to suitably defined
subsets of �d× ∂B̌. Then we prove that this particular nonnegative extension
leads to the same result as another construction which is due to Matheron
([21], pages 119–122) and Schneider [27] in a Euclidean space. Apparently,
this connection is new even in a Euclidean setting.
In a first step, we describe how Schneider’s construction of the additive

extension of the support measures in a Euclidean space has to be modified in
Minkowski spaces. We assume that K = ⋃r

i=1Ki, where Ki ∈ � d. Let χ�·�
denote the Euler characteristic. Then, for q� x ∈ �d we define the index of K
at q with respect to x by

jB�K�q�x� �=
{
1−lim

δ↓0
lim
ε↓0

χ
(
K∩�x+�gB�q−x�−ε�B�∩�q+δB̌�)� q∈K,

0� q /∈K.
For convex K this definition yields that

jB�K�q�x� =
{
1� if q = pB�K�x�,
0� otherwise.

The existence of the limit in the definition of jB�K�q�x� and the additivity
of jB�·� q� x� can be proved along similar lines as in the case of a Euclidean
gauge body. For ρ > 0, D ∈ ���d × �d� and x ∈ �d, we set

cBρ �K�D�x� �=∑
∗
j
(
K ∩ �x+ ρB�� q� x)�
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where the summation
∑

∗ extends over all q ∈ �d\�x� with �q� x− q� ∈ D
and x− q �= gB�g − x�−1�x − q�. We remark that this sum is finite, that
cBρ �K�D� ·� is the characteristic function of MB

ρ �K�D� provided K is convex
and that cBρ �·�D�x� is additive. Finally, we define

µB
ρ �K�D� �=

∫
�d

cBρ �K�D�x�� d�dx�

By repeating the argument in [28], pages 221 and 222, we find that

µB
ρ �K�D� =

d−1∑
j=0

ρd−jbd−jC
B
j �K�D��

where CB
j �K� ·� is a finite signed measure on the Borel sets of �d × �d for

j = 0�    � d − 1. Moreover, the mapping Cj�·�D� is additive on the convex
ring for all measurable D ⊂ �d × �d.
Two immediate consequences of the preceding construction should be men-

tioned. First, if D ⊂ �d × �d is measurable, then

CB
j �K�D� = CB

j

(
K�D ∩ �∂K× ∂B̌�)

Second, assume that K1�K2 lie in the convex ring, A ⊂ �d is open,
K1 ∩A =K2 ∩A and D ⊂ A× �d is measurable. Then

CB
j �K1�D� = CB

j �K2�D�
We express this fact by saying that the support measures are locally defined.
Therefore, ifK lies in the extended convex ring andD ⊂ �d×�d is measurable
and bounded in the first component (that is, D ⊂ A × �d for a bounded set
A ⊂ �d), then CB

j �K�D� can unambiguously be defined by

CB
j �K�D� �= CB

j �K ∩L�D��

where L ∈� d is an arbitrary convex body for which D ⊂ intL× �d.
In Section 2, we defined the Minkowski normal bundle of a convex set. Now

we need a corresponding notion for sets from the extended convex ring. To
prepare this definition we first define the set

4B�K�x� �= {
y ∈K� dB�K�x� = gB�y− x�}� x ∈ �d

Then the exoskeleton of K with respect to B is defined by

exoB�K� �= {
x ∈ �d\K� card4B�K�x� ≥ 2}

Below we will show that exoB�K� is a measurable set of Lebesgue measure
zero. For any x /∈ �K ∪ exoB�K�� we define pB�K�x� as the unique point
y ∈ ∂K which satisfies dB�K�x� = gB�y − x�, and then we define uB�K�x�
as for convex K. For x ∈ exoB�K�\K we give �pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� some
arbitrary but fixed value in �d × ∂B̌.
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Now we define the Minkowski normal bundle NB�K� of a set K from the
extended convex ring with respect to the structuring element B by

NB�K� �= {�pB�K�x�� uB�K�x��� x /∈K ∪ exoB�K�}�
and we set

δB�K�z� b� �= inf {r > 0� z+ rb ∈ exoB�K�}� �z� b� ∈NB�K��
where inf � �= ∞. For �z� b� /∈NB�K� we set δB�K�z� b� �= 0. Thus we have

NB�K� = {�z� b�� δB�K�z� b� > 0}
Provided that K and B are clear from the context, we simply write δ�z� b�
instead of δB�K�z� b�. Similarly, we usually write Cj�K� ·� instead of CB

j �K� ·�
from now on.

Lemma 3.1. Let K1, K2 be in the convex ring, and assume that D ⊂
NB�K1� ∩ NB�K2� is measurable. Then Cj�K1�D� = Cj�K2�D� for j =
0�    � d− 1.

Proof. We first remark that D = ⋃∞
n=1Dn , where

Dn �=
{�z� b� ∈ D� δB�K1� z� b� > 1/n� δB�K2� z� b� > 1/n

}


Certainly, it is sufficient to prove the assertion for Dn, n ∈ � instead of D.
Let x ∈ �d and q ∈ �d\�x� be given such that �q� x− q� ∈ Dn. Then, for any
ρ ∈ �0�1/n� we obtain that

j�Ki ∩ �x+ ρB�� q� x� =
{
1� if gB�q− x� ≤ ρ,
0� otherwise,

holds for i = 1�2. In fact, gB�q − x� > ρ implies that q /∈ x + ρB and hence,
by the definition of j, j�Ki ∩ �x+ ρB�� q� x� = 0 for i = 1�2. Now we assume
that gB�q − x� ≤ ρ. Since �q� x− q� ∈ NB�Ki�, δB�Ki� q� x− q� > 1/n and
gB�q− x� ≤ ρ < 1/n, we have

�x+ gB�q− x�B� ∩Ki = �q�� i = 1�2
But then Ki ∩ �x+ �gB�q − x� − ε�B� = � is true for any ε > 0 and i = 1�2.
This shows, again by the definition of j, that j�Ki ∩ �x + ρB�� q� x� = 1 for
i = 1�2. ✷

The proof of the preceding lemma in particular shows, for any K in the
convex ring, that the measures Cj�K� · ∩NB�K�� are nonnegative. Therefore,
for any K in the extended convex ring, we can define nonnegative and locally
finite measures

C+
j �K� ·� �= Cj�K� · ∩NB�K��� j = 0�    � d− 1�

which are uniquely determined by their values on measurable subsets that are
bounded in the first component. It is easy to check that Lemma 3.1 remains
true for sets in the extended convex ring.
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Our principle aim in this section is to establish an extension of Theorem 3.1
from [20] in the present more general framework. An important ingredient for
our proof is the following theorem which generalizes the corresponding fact
from Euclidean geometry (see [33]). The known proofs in the Euclidean setting
(compare [33, 6]) do not seem to carry over to Minkowski spaces.

Theorem 3.2. Let K be an element of the extended convex ring. Then the
exoskeleton exoB�K� is Borel measurable and � d� exoB�K�� = 0.

Proof. It is easy to see that E �= exoB�K� is a countable union of closed
sets, and hence E is Borel measurable. In fact, a more general assertion will
be mentioned in the course of the proof for Lemma 3.12 below. Obviously, we
have

E ⊂ ⋃
i	=j

Eij�

where Eij is the Borel set of all x ∈ �d\�Ki ∪ Kj� such that dB�Ki�x� =
dB�Kj�x� > 0 and pB�Ki�x� 	= pB�Kj�x�. We show that

� d�E12� = 0(3.2)

Note that E12 ⊂ �d\K1. Hence, from Corollary 2.8 applied to K1 and f�x� �=
1�x ∈ E12� we see that it is sufficient to prove that∫ ∞

0

∫
∂�K1+tB̌�

1�y ∈ E12�� d−1�dy�dt = 0(3.3)

There is at most a single t∗ > 0 such that

int�K1 + t∗B̌� ∩ int�K2 + t∗B̌� = � and �K1 + t∗B̌� ∩ �K2 + t∗B̌� 	= �

Therefore (3.3) follows as soon as

� d−1�E12 ∩ ∂�K1 + tB̌�� = 0(3.4)

has been established for an arbitrarily chosen t ∈ �0�∞�\�t∗�. To prove this,
fix t ∈ �0�∞�\�t∗�. Let x ∈ E12 ∩ ∂�K1 + tB̌�. Then we have x ∈ ∂�K1 + tB̌� ∩
∂�K2 + tB̌�. For i ∈ �1�2� there is some ui ∈NBd�Ki + tB̌� x� such that

∇hB̌�ui� = uB�Ki�x� =
x− pB�Ki�x�

t


This follows from Lemma 2.1. From pB�K1� x� 	= pB�K2� x� we obtain that
∇hB̌�u1� 	= ∇hB̌�u2�, and thus u1 	= u2. Then Theorem 2.2.1(b) in [28] implies
that

�u1� u2� ⊂NBd

(�K1 + tB̌� ∩ �K2 + tB̌�� x)
In particular, we have u1 	= −u2, since t 	= t∗. But then x is a singular boundary
point of �K1 + tB̌� ∩ �K2 + tB̌�. Thus we have shown that E12 ∩ ∂�K1 + tB̌�
is contained in the set of singular boundary points of �K1 + tB̌� ∩ �K2 + tB̌�.
Hence, (3.4) follows from Theorem 2.2.4 in [28]. ✷
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The next theorem, which represents a Steiner-type formula, will repeatedly
be used in the following sections. In particular, it provides a tool for calculating
the volume of outer parallel sets for sets from the extended convex ring.

Theorem 3.3. For any K in the extended convex ring and for all measur-
able nonnegative functions g� �d × �d × �0�∞� → �0�∞�,∫

1�dB�K�x� > 0�g(pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� dB�K�x�)� d�dx�

=
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−j
∫ ∫

1�δB�K�z� b� > s�g�z� b� s�sd−j−1C+
j �K�d�z� b��ds

Proof. Let K be given as in (3.1). Note that the convex bodies Ki in (3.1)
are not uniquely determined byK. It is easy to see that �z� b� ∈NB�K� implies
that �z� b� ∈ NB�Ki� for some not uniquely determined i ∈ �. Therefore we
can inductively define a (not uniquely determined) decomposition of NB�K�
by setting

Ni
B�K� �=NB�K� ∩NB�Ki�

∖ i−1⋃
j=1

N
j
B�K�� i ∈ �

Since Ni
B�K� ⊂ NB�K� ∩ NB�Ki�� i ∈ �, Lemma 3.1 and the subsequent

discussion imply that

1��z� b� ∈Ni
B�K��Cj�Ki�d�z� b�� = 1��z� b� ∈Ni

B�K��Cj�K�d�z� b��
holds for i ∈ � and j = 0�    � d− 1. Summing over all i ∈ � shows that

C+
j �K� ·� =

∞∑
i=1

Cj

(
Ki� · ∩Ni

B�K�)� j = 0�    � d− 1(3.5)

In order to establish the Steiner-type formula, we set K∗ �= exoB�K�. We
start by observing that, for every i ∈ �,

x /∈K ∪K∗ and �pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� ∈Ni
B�K�

if and only if(
pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�

) ∈Ni
B�K�� dB�Ki�x� > 0

and

δB
(
K�pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�

)
> dB�Ki�x�

If either of these conditions is fulfilled, then(
pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� dB�K�x�) = (

pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�� dB�Ki�x�
)
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Hence, applying (2.4) to Ki and using Theorem 3.2, we find that∫
1
{
dB�K�x� > 0}g(pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� dB�K�x�)� d�dx�

=
∫
1
{
x /∈K ∪K∗}g�pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� dB�K�x��� d�dx�

=
∞∑
i=1

∫
1�x /∈K ∪K∗�1{�pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� ∈Ni

B�K�}
× g

(
pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� dB�K�x�)� d�dx�

=
∞∑
i=1

∫
1
{
dB�Ki�x� > 0

}
1
{
δB�K�pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�� > dB�Ki�x�

}
× 1

{�pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�� ∈Ni
B�K�}

× g
(
pB�Ki�x�� uB�Ki�x�� dB�Ki�x�

)
� d�dx�

=
∞∑
i=1

d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−j
∫ ∫

1
{
δB�K�z� b� > s

}
1
{�z� b� ∈Ni

B�K�}g�z� b� s�
× sd−j−1Cj�Ki�d�z� b��ds

By (3.5) the last sum boils down to the right-hand side of the asserted equality.
This completes the proof of the theorem. ✷

By restricting the measures Cj�K� ·�, for sets K in the (local) convex ring,
to the Minkowski normal bundle NB�K� we obtained nonnegative exten-
sions C+

j �K� ·� of the Minkowski support measures introduced in Section 2.
In Euclidean spaces, based on an idea of Matheron, nonnegative extensions
Cj�K� ·� of support measures to the convex ring have been constructed by
Schneider [27] in a different way. Subsequently, we describe how this con-
struction can be carried out in Minkowski spaces and then we explain why
the measures C+

j �K� ·� and Cj�K� ·� coincide.
For a set K in the convex ring and x ∈ �d, we let 4B�K�x� be the set of

all q ∈K for which there exists a neighborhood U of q such that gB�y− x� >
gB�q−x� for all y ∈ U∩K with y 	= q. Let K = ⋃r

i=1Ki with Ki ∈� d. Then
q ∈ 4B�K�x� if and only if q = pB�Ki�x� for all i ∈ �1�    � r� with q ∈ Ki.
ForK in the convex ring, for a measurable set D ⊂ �d×�d and for any ε > 0,
we set

cε�K�D�x� �= card{q ∈ 4B�K�x�� q ∈ �x+ εB�∖�x�� �q� x− q� ∈ D
}


Imitating Schneider’s [27] arguments, one can verify that∫
�d

cε�K�D�x�� d�dx� =
d−1∑
j=0

bd−jε
d−jCj�K�D��(3.6)
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where the Cj�K� ·� are nonnegative measures on ���d×�d� that coincide, for
convex bodiesK, with the curvature measures from Section 2. These measures
are locally defined and their definition can hence be extended to setsK in the
extended convex ring.
Let K be given as at the beginning of this section. The following notation

will be required. Let S��� be the set of all nonempty finite subsets of �. For
v ∈ S��� we write

Kv �=
⋂
i∈v

Ki and K�v� �= ⋃
i∈�\v

Ki

At first sight, the next theorem is surprising, since in the construction of
Cj�K� ·�andC+

j �K� ·�, respectively, different types ofmultiplicities are involved.

Theorem 3.4. For a set K in the extended convex ring and j ∈ �0�    �
d− 1�,

C+
j �K� ·� = ∑

v∈S���

∫
1
{
z /∈K�v�}1{�z� b� ∈ · ∩ ⋂

i∈v
NB�Ki�

}
Cj�Kv�d�z� b��

Moreover, C+
j �K� ·� = Cj�K� ·� holds for j = 0�    � d− 1.

Proof. From the definitions it is easy to check that we have the disjoint
decomposition

NB�K� = ⋃
v∈S���

[(��d\K�v�� × �d
) ∩ ⋂

i∈v
NB�Ki�

]
(3.7)

Let D ⊂ �d × �d be measurable. Since

D ∩ (��d\K�v�� × �d
) ∩ ⋂

i∈v
NB�Ki� ⊂NB�K� ∩NB�Kv��

for v ∈ S���, we obtain from Lemma 3.1 and the subsequent discussion that
C+

j �K�D� = Cj�K�D ∩NB�K��

= ∑
v∈S���

Cj

(
K�D ∩ (��d\K�v�� × �d

) ∩ ⋂
i∈v

NB�Ki�
)

= ∑
v∈S���

Cj

(
Kv�D ∩ (��d\K�v�� × �d

) ∩ ⋂
i∈v

NB�Ki�
)


This establishes the first assertion.
The proof of the second assertion now immediately follows from a straight-

forward extension of (3.11) from [27] to Minkowski spaces, since the measures
C+

j and Cj are locally defined. ✷
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Let again K = ⋃∞
i=1Ki be in the extended convex ring. Then we denote

by K+ the set of all z ∈ ∂K for which there is some b ∈ �d such that
�z� b� ∈ NB�K�. Further, we simply write K�n� instead of K��n�� if n ∈ �.
A probabilistic application of the following corollary of Theorem 3.4 will be
essential in the following section.

Corollary 3.5. Let K be in the extended convex ring. Assume that

K+ =
∞⋃
n=1

(
∂Kn\K�n�)

Then

C+
j �K� ·� =

∞∑
i=1

Cj

(
Ki� · ∩

(��d\K�i�� × �d
))


A pair �z� b� ∈ ∂K × ∂B̌ is called a support element of K (with respect
to B) if there is some s > 0 such that �z + sb + sB� and K ∩ �z + sB̌� can be
separated by a hyperplane. The set of support elements of K (with respect
to B) is denoted by BB�K�.

Lemma 3.6. Let K be in the extended convex ring. Then BB�K� ⊂ NB�K�
with equality if B is smooth.

Proof. Let �z� b� ∈ BB�K�, and choose s > 0 as in the definition of a
support element. Then z+ tb+ tB ⊂ z+ sb+ sB for any t ∈ �0� s�. If t ∈ �0� s�
is small enough, then z+ tb+ tB ⊂ z+ sB̌ because int B̌ 	= �. This shows that
pB�K�z+ tb� = z and uB�K�z+ tb� = b, and hence �z� b� ∈NB�K�.
Now, assume that B is smooth and let �z� b� ∈ NB�K�. Then there exists

some x ∈ �d\�K∪ exoB�K�� such that �x+dB�∩K = �z� with d = dB�K�x�.
Since K is a locally finite union of convex bodies Ki, i ∈ �, there exists
some s ∈ �0� d� such that �z + sB̌� ∩ Ki = � if z /∈ Ki. If z ∈ Ki, then
Ki ∩ �x + dB� = �z�. Therefore Ki and �x + dB� can be separated by the
unique support plane of �x+dB� at z. But then �z+sb+sB� andK∩�z+sB̌�
can be separated by this support plane, since z+sb+sB ⊂ z+db+dB = x+dB.

✷

The relationship between the Minkowski normal bundles ofK with respect
to different gauge bodies is depicted by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7. Let K be in the extended convex ring. Then{�x�∇hB̌�u��� �x�u� ∈NBd�K�} ⊂NB�K�
with equality if B is smooth.
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Proof. Let �x�u� ∈NBd�K�. By Lemma 3.6, �x�u� ∈ BBd�K�. Hence there
is some s > 0 such that �x+ su+ sBd� and K∩ �x+ sBd� can be separated by
a hyperplane. Thus

K ∩ �x+ sBd� ⊂ {
y ∈ �d� �y− x�u� ≤ 0} =�H−

If ε > 0 is sufficiently small, then

x+ ε∇hB̌�u� + εB ⊂ �x+ sBd� ∩ [��d\H−� ∪ �x�]
⊂ �x+ sBd�∖[K ∩ �x+ sBd�] ∪ �x� ⊂ ��d\K� ∪ �x��

and thus �x+ ε∇hB̌�u� + εB� ∩K = �x�. This yields x = pB�K�x+ ε∇hB̌�u��
and ∇hB̌�u� = uB�K�x+ ε∇hB̌�u��, and hence �x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈NB�K�.
Conversely, let B be smooth and �z� b� ∈ NB�K�. Again by Lemma 3.6 we

have �z� b� ∈ BB�K�. Thus �z+ sb+ sB� and K∩ �z+ sB̌� can be separated by
a hyperplane H if s > 0 is properly chosen. Since B is strictly convex, there
exists a vector u ∈ Sd−1 such that b = ∇hB̌�u�. Since z ∈ z+sb+sB, h�z+sb+
sB�−u� = �z�−u� and B is smooth, we see that H = �y ∈ �d� �y− z�u� = 0�
and

z+ sb+ sB ⊂H+ �= {
y ∈ �d� �y− z�u� ≥ 0}

Hence

K ∩ �z+ sB̌� ⊂ {
y ∈ �d� �y− z�u� ≤ 0}

From εBd ⊂ B̌, for some ε > 0, we get that �z�u� ∈ BBd�K� =NBd�K�. ✷

Simple examples show that the inclusions in the preceding two lemmas
may be strict if B is not smooth. Nevertheless, the following theorem, which
should be compared with Theorem 2.2 in [37], holds without any smoothness
assumption on B. First, however, we need another preparatory lemma.

Lemma 3.8. Let K = ⋃∞
i=1Ki, Ki ∈� d, be in the extended convex ring. For

such a representation of K, let T be the set of all �q�u� ∈ ∂K×Sd−1 for which
there is some i ∈ � such that q ∈ relintF�Ki�−u�, dimF�Ki�−u� = d−1 and
dimKi = d. Then Cs

j�K� · ∩T� = 0 for j = 0�    � d− 1.

Proof. LetTi
n� i� n ∈ �, be the set of all �q�u� ∈ T for which q+tu+tBd ⊂

Ki holds for 0 < t < 1/n. An elementary geometric argument shows that

T =
∞⋃
i=1

∞⋃
n=1

Ti
n

It suffices to prove that Cs
j�K� · ∩ Ti

n� = 0 for j = 0�    � d − 1 and i� n ∈ �.
Fix i� n ∈ �. Take ρ ∈ � with 0 < ρ < 1/n and q� x ∈ �d, satisfying x 	= q
and �q� x− q� ∈ Ti

n. If gBd�q − x� ≤ ρ then we may particularly choose t =
gBd�q − x� in the definition of Ti

n to obtain that x + tBd ⊂ Ki. This shows
that jBd�K ∩ �x+ ρBd�� q� x� = 0. Hence, µBd

ρ �K� · ∩Ti
n� = 0 for 0 < ρ < 1/n,

which in turn implies that Cs
j�K� · ∩Ti

n� = 0, j = 0�    � d− 1. ✷
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Theorem 3.9. Let K be in the extended convex ring. Then Cd−1�K� ·� =
C+

d−1�K� ·�.

Proof. It suffices to assume that K lies in the convex ring. We consider a
representation

K =
r⋃

i=1
Ki� Ki ∈� d

Let T denote the set which is associated with this particular representation
of K as in Lemma 3.8. We write S�r� for the set of all nonempty subsets of
�1�    � r�. For v ∈ S�r�, let �v� be the number of elements of the set v and let
regKv denote the set of regular boundary points of Kv (compare Section 2).
Then we define

R �= ⋃
v∈S�r�

(
∂Kv\regKv

) ∩ ∂K

and note that � d−1�R� = 0.
Let v ∈ S�r� be arbitrarily chosen. We wish to show that if x ∈ ∂K\R and

�x�u� ∈NBd�Kv�\T, then �x�u� ∈NBd�K�. In order to verify this, we denote
by I the set of all i ∈ �1�    � r� such that x ∈Ki and we setH �= �y ∈ �d� �y−
x�u� = 0�,H+ �= �y ∈ �d� �y−x�u� ≥ 0� andH− �= �y ∈ �d� �y−x�u� ≤ 0�.
For any i ∈ I we have Ki ⊂ H+ or Ki ⊂ H−, since otherwise x /∈ ∂K or
x ∈ ∂�Ki ∩Kv�\reg�Ki ∩Kv�, that is x ∈ R. Assume that there are i� j ∈ I
such that x ∈ Ki ∩ Kj, Ki ∩ �H−\H� 	= � and Kj ∩ �H+\H� 	= �. Then
x ∈ relintK�i� j� ⊂ H and dimK�i� j� = d − 1, since x /∈ R. But then x ∈
int �Ki ∪Kj� ⊂ intK, a contradiction. Therefore, Ki ⊂K+ holds for all i ∈ I
or Ki ⊂ H− holds for all i ∈ I. If the latter is true, then �x�u� ∈ NBd�K�.
Now, assume that Ki ⊂ H+ holds for all i ∈ I. Thus Kv ⊂ H+ ∩ H− =
H. From x ∈ reg�Ki ∩Kv�, for all i ∈ I, we infer that x ∈ relint �Ki ∩H�
and dim�Ki ∩H� = d − 1 for i ∈ I. This implies that �x�u� ∈ ∂K × Sd−1,
x ∈ relintF�Ki�−u� and dimF�Ki�−u� = d − 1. Since �x�u� /∈ T, we get
dimKi ≤ d − 1, and hence Ki ⊂ H, for all i ∈ I. This shows again that
�x�u� ∈NBd�K�.
Lemma 3.7 shows that �x�u� ∈ NBd�K� implies �x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ NB�K�.

Using Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 3.8 we obtain for all measurable D ⊂ �d ×
�d that

Cd−1�K�D� = Cd−1�K�D ∩ �∂K× �d��
= ∑

v∈S�r�
�−1��v�−1Cd−1

(
Kv�D ∩ �∂K× �d�)

= ∑
v∈S�r�

�−1��v�−1
∫
1
{�x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D

}
1�x ∈ ∂K\R�hB̌�u�Cs

d−1�Kv�d�x�u��

=
∫
1
{�x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D

}
1�x ∈ ∂K\R�hB̌�u�1��x�u� /∈ T�Cs

d−1�K�d�x�u��
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= ∑
v∈S�r�

�−1��v�−1
∫
1
{�x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D

}
1�x ∈ ∂K\R�hB̌�u�

× 1��x�u� /∈ T�Cs
d−1�Kv�d�x�u��

= ∑
v∈S�r�

�−1��v�−1
∫
1
{�x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D ∩NB�K�}1�x ∈ ∂K\R�hB̌�u�

× 1��x�u� /∈ T�Cs
d−1�Kv�d�x�u��

= Cd−1�K�D ∩NB�K��
This yields the desired conclusion. ✷

A boundary point x ∈ ∂K is called regular if there is a neighborhood U
of x such that K ∩ U and �x� can be separated by a uniquely determined
hyperplane. Note that x ∈ ∂K is regular if and only if the linear hull of all
vectors u ∈ �d such that �x�u� ∈ NBd�K� is one-dimensional. If there exists
precisely one such vector, then this vector is denoted by uBd�K�x�. By regK
we denote the set of regular boundary points of K. Note that our definition
of a regular boundary point of a set from the extended convex ring coincides
with the one proposed by Weil [37]. Finally, we set �pB�K�x�� uB�K�x�� �=
�x�∇hB̌�uBd�K�x��� if x ∈ regK and uBd�K�x� is defined.

Proposition 3.10. Let K be in the extended convex ring. Then

C+
d−1�K� ·� =

∫
NBd �K�

1
{�x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ ·

}
hB̌�u�Cs

d−1�K�d�x�u���

where Cs
d−1�K� ·� denotes the �d − 1�st support measure with respect to the

Euclidean ball. Moreover, if K = cl intK, then

2C+
d−1�K� ·� =

∫
regK

1
{�x�uB�K�x�� ∈ ·}�uB�K�x�� uBd�K�x��� d−1�dx�

Proof. For the proof we can assume that K lies in the convex ring. By
employing twice Theorem 3.9, the first assertion follows from an application of
Proposition 2.7 to the setsKv in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.9.
The second equation is implied by the first equation and by Theorem 2.2 in

Weil [37]. ✷

In the remaining part of this section, we will establish some auxiliary
results which are required to justify questions of measurability in the sequel.
By � ′��d� we denote the class of nonempty closed subsets of �d endowed with
the usual Fell–Matheron “hit-or-miss” topology (compare [21]). Note that this
topology is independent of any Euclidean metric.

Lemma 3.11. The map dB� � ′��d� × �d → �0�∞� is continuous.

Proof. Suppose that �Fi� xi� → �F�x� in � ′��d�×�d as i→∞. Set di �=
dB�Fi� xi�, for i ∈ �, and d �= dB�F�x�. The sequence �di�i∈� is bounded.
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To see this note that there exists some z ∈ �x + dB� ∩ F. Thus there are
zi ∈ Fi, for each i ∈ �, with zi → z as i → ∞. But for i ≥ i0 we then have
zi ∈ x+�d+1�B ⊂ xi+�d+2�B, and hence di ≤ d+2. Therefore it is sufficient
to show that di → d0 as i → ∞ implies that d = d0. For each i ∈ � there
is some zi ∈ �xi + diB� ∩ Fi. The sequence �zi�i∈� is bounded. Hence, for a
subsequence we have zij → z0 ∈ �d as j→∞. This yields z0 ∈ F∩�x+d0B�,
and thus d ≤ d0.
To obtain the reverse estimate, choose z ∈ �x + dB� ∩ F. For each i ∈ �

there is some zi ∈ Fi with zi → z for i→∞. Let ε > 0 be arbitrarily chosen.
Then, for i ≥ i0 we get zi ∈ �xi+�d+ ε�B� ∩Fi; that is, di ≤ d+ ε, and hence
d0 ≤ d+ ε. Since ε > 0 was arbitrarily chosen, the result follows. ✷

The exoskeleton exoB�F� of an arbitrary set F ∈ � ′��d� is defined in the
same way as for sets from the extended convex ring.

Lemma 3.12. The set � �= ��F�x� ∈ � ′��d� × �d� x ∈ exoB�F�� is
measurable.

Proof. For n ∈ � and F ∈ � ′��d�, we denote by exonB�F� the set of all
x ∈ �d for which there exist y1� y2 ∈ F such that dB�F�x� = gB�y1 − x� =
gB�y2 − x� and #y1 − y2# ≥ 1/n.
By definition we then have � = ⋃∞

n=1�n, where

�n �= ��F�x� ∈ � ′��d� × �d� x ∈ exonB �F��
Using Lemma 3.11, one can easily check that �n is a closed set. ✷

It is easy to see that �′ �= ��F�x� ∈ � ′��d� × �d� x ∈ F� is measurable.
The proof of the next lemma follows again by an application of Lemma 3.11.
Let � d denote the extended convex ring in �d.

Lemma 3.13. The map pB� �� d × �d�\�� ∪�′� → �d is continuous.

The preceding two lemmas immediately imply the next corollary.

Corollary 3.14. The maps pB�uB� �� d × �d�\�′ → �d are measurable.

Lemma 3.15. The map δB� � d×�d×�d → �0�∞�, �K�z� b� �→ δB�K�z� b�,
is measurable. Moreover, for any measurable set A ⊂ �d×�d, the map � d →
�0�∞�, K �→ C+

j �K�A�, is measurable for every j ∈ �0�    � d− 1�.
Proof. For any s ≥ 0 we obviously have{�K�z� b� ∈ � d × �d × �d� δB�K�z� b� > s

}
=

∞⋃
n=1

{�K�z� b� ∈ � d × �d × ∂B̌� K

∩ �z+ �s+ n−1� b+ �s+ n−1�B� = �z�}�
which yields the first assertion.
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The first assertion implies in particular that the map �K�z� b� �→ 1��z� b�
∈ NB�K�� is measurable. Hence, the second statement can be deduced from
Lemma 2 in [39]. ✷

4. Contact distributions in stochastic geometry. In the remainder
of the paper we consider the grain model � introduced in Section 1. It is
convenient to use the abbreviation �d�x�� p�x�� u�x�� �= �dB���x�� pB���x�,
uB���x��, x ∈ �d. Recall that we always assume that B ∈ � d and o ∈ intB.
For x ∈ �d, r ≥ 0, and measurable A ⊂ �d we recall the definitions

HB�x� r�A� �= P�d�x� ≤ r�u�x� ∈ A�x 	∈ ���
where HB�x� r� ·� equals some fixed probability measure on �d if p̄�x� = 1,
and HB�x� r� �= HB�x� r��d�. Using the results of the previous section we
will now analyze the contact distribution functionHB�x� ·�A�, which provides
geometric information about the grain model. Our analysis will be based on
the (nonnegative) random measures C+

j ��� ·�, j = 0�    � d − 1, on �d × �d

having the intensity measure

�+
j �·� �= E�C+

j ��� ·��
Here and subsequently the superscript B is omitted.
It is appropriate to describe the aim of the present section. In Theorem 4.1

we will present a basic connection between the weak derivative of the contact
distribution function and the intensity measure �+

d−1 of the grain model �.
Later we will consider grain models�which are defined via a randommeasure
(marked point process) � on �d ×� d with intensity measure α. Under some
natural assumptions on α and the second factorial moment measure α�2� of �,
we prove (Theorem 4.16) that for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d and all measurable A ⊂ �d

the function �1 − p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� is absolutely continuous and we exhibit
its density function explicitly. A similar result (Theorem 4.17) is established
for �+

j �dx × A�. Quite naturally, our results involve the Palm probabilities
of �. Due to Slivnyak’s theorem, the most explicit form of these theorems is
obtained if � is an (inhomogeneous) Poisson process. The Poisson process is
a very special example of a Gibbs point process, a Cox process, or a Poisson
cluster process. We will discuss these substantially more general cases in the
second part of the section. The main technical problem in each case is to treat
the Palm probabilities and to verify that α�2� is absolutely continuous with
respect to a suitable measure.
Let us assume for the moment that the measures �+

j �· × �d� are locally
finite. A sufficient condition will be provided in Proposition 4.10. Then, in
particular, we can disintegrate �+

d−1 according to

�+
d−1�d�z� b�� =	�z�db��+

d−1�dz× �d��(4.1)

where 	 is a stochastic kernel from �d to �d. We might call 	 a posi-
tion dependent rose of directions (see [34]) or mean normal distribution (see
[36]) of �.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that the measures �+
j �· × �d�, j = 0�    � d− 1, are

locally finite. Let A ⊂ �d be a measurable set. Then

lim
t→+0

∫
g�x�t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx�

= 2
∫
g�x��+

d−1�dx×A�
(4.2)

holds for any continuous function g� �d → � with compact support.

Remark 4.2. The assertion of the preceding theorem can be paraphrased
by saying that the measure t−1�1−p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx� converges vaguely
to 2�+

d−1�dx×A� as t→+0. The classical Portmanteau theorem then implies
that the conclusion of the theorem still holds for any bounded function g
with compact support for which the set of points of discontinuity of g has
�+
d−1�dx×A� measure zero.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Put δ�z� b� �= δB���z� b�. For 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1,

E+
j �·� �=

∫
1 ��z� b� δ�z� b�� ∈ ·�C+

j ���d�z� b��

is a random measure on �d × �d × �0�∞�. The intensity measure

�j�·� �= E�E+
j �·��

of E+
j satisfies �j�·×�0�∞�� = �j�·×�0�∞�� = �+

j �·�. Further, since �+
j �·×�d�

is locally finite, we can make the disintegration

�j�d�z� b� ρ�� = G+
j �z�d�b� ρ���+

j �dz× �d��

where G+
j is a stochastic kernel from �d to �d × �0�∞�. (In fact, we will only

need G+
d−1.) Since δ�z� b� > 0 for all �z� b� ∈ NB���, we can assume without

loss of generality that

G+
d−1�z�A× �0�∞�� =	�z�A�� z ∈ �d(4.3)
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Applying Theorem 3.3 and writing aj �= �d− j�bd−j, we obtain for 0 < t ≤ 1
that ∫

g�x��1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx�

= E

[∫
g�x�1 �d�x� ∈ �0� t�� u�x� ∈ A�� d�dx�

]

=
d−1∑
j=0

ajE

[∫ ∫
g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t� b ∈ A�δ�z� b� > s�

× sd−j−1C+
j ���d�z� b��ds

]

=
d−2∑
j=0

aj

∫ ∫
g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t� b ∈ A�1 �ρ > s� sd−j−1

× �j�d�z� b� ρ��ds

+ ad−1
∫ ∫

�g�z+ sb� − g�z��1 �s ≤ t� b ∈ A�
× 1 �ρ > s��d−1�d�z� b� ρ��ds

+ ad−1
∫ ∫

g�z�1 �s ≤ t�G+
d−1�z�A× �s�∞���+

d−1�dz× �d�ds
=� R1�t� +R2�t� +R3�t�

(4.4)

Write #g# �= max��g�x��� x ∈ �d�, let U be the (compact) support of g, and
define U �= U+ B̌. Then we get

�R1�t�� ≤
d−2∑
j=0

#g#aj�
+
j �U× �d� 1

d− j
td−j

≤
(
#g#

d−2∑
j=0

aj

d− j
�+
j �U× �d�

)
t2

(4.5)

The finite number in brackets is denoted by cg, for short.
Now, let ε > 0 be an arbitrary positive number. Since g is uniformly con-

tinuous, there is some tε ∈ �0�1� such that �g�z+ sb� − g�z�� < ε holds for all
s ∈ �0� tε� and �z� b� ∈ �d × B̌. Hence we obtain for all t ∈ �0� tε� that

�R2�t�� ≤ 2ε
∫ t

0

∫
1
{
z ∈ U

}
�+
d−1�dz× �d�ds = 2ε�+

d−1�U× �d� t

Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, we get

lim
t→+0

t−1�R2�t�� = 0(4.6)
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Finally, using (4.3), we have∫ t

0
G+

d−1�z�A× �s�∞��ds = R�z�A� t−
∫ t

0
G+

d−1�z�A× �0� s��ds

and ∣∣∣ ∫ t

0
G+

d−1�z�A× �0� s��ds
∣∣∣ ≤ tG+

d−1�z�A× �0� t��(4.7)

Combining the relations (4.4)–(4.7), we obtain that∣∣∣ ∫ g�x�t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx�

− 2
∫
g�z�R�z�A��+

d−1�dz× �d�
∣∣∣

≤ cgt+ t−1�R2�t�� + 2
∫
g�z�G+

d−1�z�A× �0� t���+
d−1�dz× �d�

≤ cgt+ t−1�R2�t�� + 2#g#�d−1�U×A× �0� t��

(4.8)

and hence we see that the right-hand side of (4.8) converges to zero as t→+0.
In view of (4.1) this is precisely the desired conclusion. ✷

Remark 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied, and assume
that the measure �+

d−1�·×�d� is absolutely continuous with respect to� d with
density λ+d−1. Then Fatou’s lemma implies that

lim inf
t→+0

[
t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�

] ≤ 2λ+d−1�x�	�x�A�

holds for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d. Note that λ+d−1�x�A� �= λ+d−1�x�	�x�A� is a density
of the measure �+

d−1�· ×A�.

Remark 4.4. If the assumptions of the preceding remark are fulfilled and
if, in addition, the function

x �→ t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�
can locally be dominated by a locally integrable function which is independent
of t, then we also have

lim sup
t→+0

[
t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�

] ≥ 2λ+d−1�x�	�x�A�

for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d. This follows by another application of Fatou’s lemma.
Hence, in particular, if the contact distribution function is differentiable with
respect to t at t = +0 for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d, then

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
t=+0

�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A� = 2λ+d−1�x�	�x�A�(4.9)

holds for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d.
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Remark 4.5. The preceding results are more explicit than might appear
at first glance. In fact, it follows from Proposition 3.10 that

�+
d−1�·� = E

[∫
NBd ���

1 ��x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ ·�hB̌�u�Cs
d−1���d�x�u��

]


Let �s�+
j be the intensity measure of C+

j ��� ·� if Bd is the structuring element.
Then, in particular, we have

�+
d−1�·� =

∫
1 ��x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ ·�hB̌�u��s�+

d−1�d�x�u��

Introducing the Euclidean rose of directions 	s as a stochastic kernel from
�d to �d satisfying

�
s�+
d−1�d�x�u�� =	s�x�du��s�+

d−1�dx× �d��
we get

�+
d−1�dx× �d� =

[∫
hB̌�u�	s�x�du�

]
�
s�+
d−1�dx× �d�

Hence we may choose 	 as

	�x� ·� =
[∫

hB̌�u�	s�x�du�
]−1 ∫

1 �∇hB̌�u� ∈ ·�hB̌�u�	s�x�du�

Corollary 4.6. Assume that the measures �+
j �·×�d�, j = 0�    � d−1, are

locally finite and that �
s�+
d−1�·×�d� is absolutely continuous with respect to � d

with density λ
s�+
d−1. Let A ⊂ �d be a measurable set. Then

t−1�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx�
v−→ 2λs�+d−1�x�

∫
1 �∇hB̌�u� ∈ A�hB̌�u�	s�x�du�� d�dx�

as t→+0, where
v−→ denotes the vague convergence of measures.

Remark 4.7. Assume that, for P-almost all ω ∈ �, the realization ��ω� is
the closure of its interior. Then

2�s�+
d−1�· × �d� = E

[
� d−1�∂� ∩ ·�]

is the mean surface measure of �. By Theorem 2.2 in [37], more generally one
has

2�s�+
d−1�·� = E

[
� d−1��x ∈ reg�� �x�uBd���x�� ∈ ·��]

and � d−1�∂�\reg�� = 0.
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Remark 4.8. Finally, we obtain the following deterministic special cases
of Theorem 4.1.
Let K be in the extended convex ring, let A�C ⊂ �d be measurable and

assume that C is bounded. Then

� d��x ∈ �K+ εB̌�\K� x ∈ C�u�x� ∈ A��

= 2ε
∫
1 �x ∈ C�∇hB̌�u� ∈ A�hB̌�u�Cs

d−1�K�d�x�u�� + o�ε�
as t→+0, provided that∫

1 �x ∈ ∂C�1 �∇hB̌�u� ∈ A�Cs
d−1�K�d�x�u�� = 0

Now, let again K be in the extended convex ring and let D ⊂ �d × �d be
measurable and bounded in the first component. Then

� d
(�x ∈ �K+ εB̌�\K� �p�x�� u�x�� ∈ D�)
= 2ε

∫
1 ��x�∇hB̌�u�� ∈ D�hB̌�u�Cs

d−1�K�d�x�u�� + o�ε�
(4.10)

as ε→+0. To see this one merely has to repeat the proof of Theorem 4.1 with
g�·� replaced by 1 ��p�·�� u�·�� ∈ D�. The argument then simplifies consider-
ably and works without the additional assumption of continuity for g.
In the remainder of this paper it is often convenient to use the language of

germ-grain models (see [34]). Let � = ��ξn�Zn�� n ∈ �� be a point process on
�d ×� d and set �n �= Zn + ξn for n ∈ �. If � satisfies the condition

∞∑
n=1

1 ��Zn + ξn� ∩C 	= �� <∞� P-a.s.(4.11)

for all compact C ⊂ �d, then � �= ⋃∞
n=1�n is P-almost surely a closed set.

Thus any such point process � defines a grain model � which is derived from
the point process ��n� n ∈ �� on � d. Conversely, any random closed set � in
the extended convex ring can be derived from a point process ��n� n ∈ �� on
� d such that the invariance properties of � are preserved (see [40]) and from
which we finally obtain a point process � on �d ×� d (that is a germ-grain
model) by setting �ξn�Zn� = �c��n���n − c��n��, where c��n� is the “center”
of �n, that is, (for example) the midpoint of the smallest ball containing �n.
Actually, it is not necessary to assume that �ξn�Zn� 	= �ξm�Zm� for n 	= m.
Therefore it is better to identify � with the random measure

� ≡
∞∑
n=1

δ�ξn�Zn��

where δ�x�K� is the Dirac measure located at �x�K� ∈ �d×� d. Note that we do
not assume that the convex bodies in the second component have their centers
at the origin. Here and in the following the summation index n formally ranges
from 1 to ∞ even if the summation is merely from n = 1 to ν, where ν is a
random variable with values in �0�1�    �∞�.
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Denote by N′ the set of all �
+ ∪�∞��-valued measures ϕ on �d×� d such
that ϕ�· × � d� is locally finite and let � ′ be the σ-field generated by the
vague topology on N′ (see [15]). In the following, we always assume that � is
given such that:

(A1) � is a random element of �N′�� ′�.
(A2) For all compact C ⊂ �d the condition∫

1 ��K+ x� ∩C 	= ����d�x�K�� <∞ P-a.s.

is satisfied.

Let N′
s denote the set of all ϕ ∈ N′ satisfying ϕ���x�K��� ≤ 1 for all �x�K�. If

P�� ∈ N′
s� = 1, then � is called simple. Although we will view � as a random

measure, we will often write � = ��ξn�Zn�� n ∈ �� even if � is not simple.
The intensity (or mean) measure α of � is defined as

α�·� �= E

[ ∞∑
n=1

1 ��ξn�Zn� ∈ ·�
]


We will often assume that the intensity measure α of � is σ-finite. This con-
dition is, for example, satisfied if the intensity measure α�·×� d� of the point
process ��·×� d� =∑∞

n=1 δξn is σ-finite. The second factorial moment measure
α�2� of � is defined by

α�2��·� �= E
[∫ ∫

1 ��x1�K1� x2�K2� ∈ ·� ��\δ�x1�K1���d�x2�K2����d�x1�K1��
]
�

where �\δ�x�K� �= � − 1 �����x�K��� > 0� δ�x�K�. Recall that �+denotes the
set of all boundary points z ∈ ∂� for which there is some b ∈ �d with �z� b� ∈
NB���.
The following proposition will be essential for the calculations below. Here

and subsequently we will assume that the structuring element B is smooth
(i.e., has unique support planes). We will comment on this condition in
Remark 4.18.

Proposition 4.9. Let B be smooth, let ν be a σ-finite measure on � d×�d×
� d, and assume that α�2� is absolutely continuous with respect to the product
measure � d ⊗ ν. Then

P

(
�+ =

∞⋃
n=1

�∂�n\��n��
)
= 1�(4.12)

where ��n� �= ⋃
i	=n �i. In particular, for j = 0�    � d− 1 we have

C+
j ��� ·� =

∞∑
n=1

Cj��n� · ∩
(��d\��n�� × �d�)� P-a.s.(4.13)
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Proof. The Euclidean case of (4.12) has been proved in [13] (Theorem A.1).
For the sake of completeness we outline the proof in the present more general
setting. The inclusion

�+ ⊃ ⋃
n∈�

�∂�n\��n��(4.14)

is always true. Hence, if equality fails to hold in (4.14), then there is some
z ∈ ∂�n ∩ ∂�m, m 	= n, and some b ∈ �d such that �z� b� ∈ NB���. The latter
condition implies that there is some ε > 0 with ��z+εb�+εB�∩� = �z�. Since
B is smooth, it follows that z ∈ F��n�u� ∩F��m�u�, where −u ∈ Sd−1 is the
uniquely determined (Euclidean) exterior unit normal vector of �z+ εb� + εB
at z and the support sets F��n�u� are defined as in [28] (see also Section 2).
This shows that

ξn − ξm ∈ ��Zm�Zn� �=
⋃

u∈Sd−1
�F�Zm�u� +F�−Zn�−u��

It was proved in [13] (Theorem A.1) that � d���Zm�Zn�� = 0. Therefore,
by essentially the same argument as in [13], we obtain P��+ 	= ⋃∞

n=1�∂�n\
��n��� = 0, which establishes the first assertion. The second assertion then is
implied by Corollary 3.5. ✷

In the following, we will frequently assume that the intensity measure α of
� can be represented in the form

α�d�x�K�� = f�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK��(4.15)

where f� �d ×� d → �0�∞� is a measurable function and Q0 is a probability
measure on � d. Sometimes we will have to assume that∫

1 ��K+ z� ∩C 	= ��α�d�z�K�� <∞(4.16)

for all compact C ⊂ �d.

Proposition 4.10. Assume that condition (4.15) is satisfied. Let A ⊂ �d be
measurable. Then, for j = 0�    � d− 1, �+

j �· ×A� and

E

[ ∞∑
n=1

Cj��n� · ×A�
]

(4.17)

are absolutely continuous. The density λj�x�A� of the measure in (4.17) fulfills

λj�x�A� =
∫ ∫

f�x− z�K�Cj�K�dz×A�Q0�dK�

If, in addition, (4.16) is satisfied, then both measures are locally finite.
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Proof. Fallert [5] has proved in the Euclidean case that the measure given
in (4.17) is absolutely continuous and he has also determined the density.
Moreover, he has proved that the additional assumption (4.16) implies that
this measure is locally finite. The corresponding statements in the present
more general setting of Minkowski geometry and for general sets A can be
proved similarly. The only change which is required concerns the constant
appearing in Lemma 2.1 of [5]. Using (3.5) and the notation of the proof for
Theorem 3.3, we get

C+
j ��� ·� =

∑
i∈�

Cj��i� · ∩Ni
B���� ≤

∑
i∈�

Cj��i� ·�

Hence, it is also true that �+
j �·×A� is absolutely continuous. Moreover, �+

j �·×
A� is locally finite under the additional assumption (4.16). ✷

If � is a Poisson process, then we can compute �+
j quite easily as the next

proposition shows. Clearly, a proof of Proposition 4.11 could also be obtained
from the more general Theorem 4.17 below and by an application of Slivnyak’s
theorem.

Proposition 4.11. Let B be smooth. Assume that � is a Poisson process
with an intensity measure α of the form (4.15). Let j ∈ �0�    � d− 1�, and let
A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then �+

j �· ×A� is absolutely continuous with density

λ+j �x�A� = �1 − p̄�x��λj�x�A�, where λj�·�A� is the density of the measure
in (4.17).

Proof. We use the equation

E
[∫

1
{��\δ�x�K�� x�K� ∈ ·}��d�x�K��

]
= E

[∫
1 ����x�K� ∈ ·�α�d�x�K��

]
�

(4.18)

which is characteristic for the Poisson process; see [23]. In particular, it follows
that α�2� = α ⊗ α so that Proposition 4.9 is applicable. Representing � as a
measurable function T��� such that ��n� = T��\δ�ξn�Zn��� n ∈ �, we obtain
from (4.13) that

�+
j �·� = E

[ ∞∑
n=1

∫
1 ��z� b� ∈ ·�1

{
z /∈ ��n�

}
Cj��n�d�z� b��

]

= E
[∫ ∫

1 ��z� b� ∈ ·�1 �z /∈ ��Cj�K+ y�d�z� b��α�d�y�K��
]

=
∫ ∫ ∫

1 ��z+ y� b� ∈ ·� �1− p̄�z+ y��Cj�K�d�z� b��

× f�y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

=
∫ ∫ ∫

1 ��x� b� ∈ ·� �1− p̄�x��f�x− z�K�Cj�K�d�z� b��� d�dx�Q0�dK�
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This proves the first assertion. The second assertion is then implied by
Proposition 4.10 and the first assertion. ✷

Remark 4.12. In a Euclidean setting and under the assumption that �
is a Poisson process which satisfies conditions (4.15) and (4.16), Fallert has
proved that the measures E�Cj��� · ×�d��, j = 0�    � d− 1, are locally finite
and absolutely continuous. He also determined the corresponding densities
Dj�·� explicitly. In this situation and for j = d− 1, one can easily check that
Dd−1�x� = λ+d−1�x� holds for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d. This is not surprising, since
Cd−1��� ·� = C+

d−1��� ·� according to Theorem 3.9.

By saying that � is an independently marked point process we mean that
��·×� d� and �Zn� are independent and that the Zn, n ∈ �, are independent
with distributionQ0. As usual we callQ0 the distribution of a typical grain. If,
for instance, ��·×� d� is a Poisson process with intensity measure α′, then �
is also Poisson with intensity measure α′⊗Q0. In this case we can compute the
contact distribution function HB�x� t� rather explicitly. In fact, we can even
treat the following much more general situation.

Proposition 4.13. Assume that � is a Poisson process with an intensity
measure α of the form (4.15). Then the contact distribution function HB�x� ·�
is for all x ∈ �d absolutely continuous and we have

HB�x� t� = 1− exp
[
−
∫ t

0
ρB�x� s�ds

]
� t ≥ 0�

where

ρB�x� t� �= 2
∫ ∫

f�x− y�K�Cd−1�K+ tB̌� dy× �d�Q0�dK�

Proof. Following Heinrich [12] we first show that each bounded set is
almost surely hit by only a finite number of the grains �n if and only if
(4.16) is satisfied for each compact C ⊂ �d. We start with observing that
β �= α�· ×� d� is locally finite, since � is a Poisson process which takes val-
ues in N′. Moreover, (4.15) shows that β is diffuse, and hence E �= ��· ×� d�
and � = ��ξn�Zn�� n ∈ �� are simple point processes. We write α�d�x�K�� =
γ�x�dK�β�dx�, where β�dx� = ∫

f�x�K�Q0�dK�� d�dx� and γ�x�dK� is
determined for β-a.e. x ∈ �d. By a fundamental property of marked Poisson
processes (see Section 5.2 in [18]) we get that givenE the random variablesZn

are conditionally independent and P�Zn ∈ ·�E� = γ�ξn� ·� P-a.s. Let C ⊂ �d

be compact. Then (4.11) is equivalent to

P

( ∞∑
n=1

1 ��Zn + ξn� ∩C 	= �� <∞�E
)
= 1� P-a.s.

By a Borel–Cantelli type argument we can conclude that this holds precisely if
∞∑
n=1

P��Zn + ξn� ∩C 	= ��E� <∞� P-a.s.;
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that is, if and only if∫ ∫
1 ��K+ x� ∩C 	= ��γ�x�dK�E�dx� <∞� P-a.s.

Using the special form of the characteristic functional for the Poisson process
E, we see that the last condition yields that∫ (

1− exp
{
−
∫
1 ��K+ x� ∩C 	= ��γ�x�dK�

})
β�dx� <∞

An application of the inequality 1− e−x ≥ x/2, x ∈ �0�1�, then implies (4.16).
The reverse implication is obviously true.
Now take a compact C ⊂ �d. It is well known and easy to prove (see [34]

for the stationary case) that

− lnP�� ∩C = �� =
∫ ∫

1 ��K+ y� ∩C 	= ��f�y�K�Q0�dK�� d�dy�

=
∫ ∫

1
{
y ∈ Ǩ+C

}
f�y�K�Q0�dK�� d�dy�

Hence we obtain for all x ∈ �d and any fixed t ≥ 0 that
− lnP�d�x� > t� = − lnP�� ∩ �x+ tB� = ��

=
∫ ∫

1
{
y ∈ Ǩ+ �x+ tB�

}
f�y�K�Q0�dK�� d�dy�

=
∫ ∫

1
{
y ∈ �K− x� + tB̌

}
f�−y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

=
∫ ∫

f�−y�K�1 �y ∈K− x�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

+ 2
∫ ∫ ∫

1 �s ≤ t�f�x− y�K�

×Cd−1�K+ sB̌� dy× �d�dsQ0�dK��
where we have used Corollary 2.6. Relation (4.16) yields as a by-product that,
for t ≥ 0, P�d�x� > t� > 0 and, in particular, P�d�x� > 0� = 1 − p̄�x� > 0.
Letting t = 0, we see that the first term in the last sum equals − lnP�d�x� >
0� = ln�1− p̄�x��. Because

P�d�x� > t� = �1− p̄�x�� − �1− p̄�x��HB�x� t��
this completes the proof. ✷

Remark 4.14. An alternative expression for ρB defined in Proposition 4.13
is

ρB�x� t� =
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1
∫ ∫

f�x− z− tb�K�
×Cj�K�d�z� b�Q0�dK�

(4.19)

This can be deduced from Theorem 2.5.
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Remark 4.15. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.13 be satisfied and
assume moreover that f�·�K� is continuous for Q0-a.e. K and that f is
bounded. Then it follows that ρB�x� ·� is continuous on �0�∞�, provided we
impose the integrability conditions∫

Cj�K��d × �d�Q0�dK� <∞� j = 0�    � d− 1(4.20)

Alternatively, this condition can be expressed in terms of an integrability
condition for Euclidean quermass-integrals (or intrinsic volumes). Hence
HB�x� ·� is differentiable in this case and in particular we have

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=+0

HB�x� t� = 2
∫ ∫

f�x− y�K�Cd−1�K�dy× �d�Q0�dK�

If we merely assume that forQ0-a.e.K ∈� d the set of points of discontinuity
of f�·�K� has � d measure zero, then the preceding equation still holds for
� d-a.e. x ∈ �d. This is in accordance with Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.11.

In the general case it is difficult to treat the contact distribution function
explicitly. However, under rather weak assumptions, we are still able to prove
absolute continuity and to derive an expression for the density. The appropri-
ate tool for formulating and proving the corresponding result are the Palm
probabilities �P�x�K�� �x�K� ∈ �d ×� d� of �. Their definition requires that
the intensity measure α of � is σ-finite, which is assumed from now on. Then
�x�K� �→ P�x�K��A� is for all A ∈ � a Radon–Nikodym derivative of the mea-
sure E�1A��·�� with respect to α. It is easy to see that this definition entails
that∫ ∫

H�ω�x�K���ω�d�x�K��P�dω� =
∫ ∫

H�ω�x�K�P�x�K��dω�α�d�x�K���

where H� � × �d ×� d → �0�∞� is an arbitrary measurable function. Spe-
cial cases of this equation will be used several times subsequently. As in
Kallenberg ([15], page 84) we can assume without restricting generality that
�x�K� �→ P�x�K��·� is a stochastic kernel, since all of our random elements
take their values in Polish spaces. Moreover, by Lemma 10.2 in [15] we can
also assume that P�x�K������x�K��� ≥ 1� = 1 for all �x�K�. If � is a simple
point process, then P�x�K��A� can be interpreted as the conditional probabil-
ity of A given that ����x�K��� = 1. The distance d�x� and other quantities
which are used below depend on �. In order to make this dependence explicit
we sometimes write, for example, d�T���� x� or simply d���x�.

Theorem 4.16. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 be satisfied and
assume also that α is of the form (4.15). Let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then
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�1− p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� is for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d absolutely continuous with density

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1
∫ ∫

P�x−z−tb�K�

× �d��\δ�x−z−tb�K�� x� > t�1 �b ∈ A�
× f�x− z− tb�K�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK�

(4.21)

Proof. For any measurable function h � N′ → � (cf. the definitions before
Proposition 4.11) we write E!�x�K��h���� �= E�x�K��h��\δ�x�K���, where E�x�K�
denotes expectation with respect to P�x�K�. Then we have

E
[∫

h��\δ�x�K�� x�K���d�x�K��
]

=
∫ ∫

E!�x�K��h���x�K��f�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�
(4.22)

for all measurable functions h. Let g� �d → �0�∞� be measurable. By
Theorem 3.3, Proposition 4.9, using the same abbreviations as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1, employing the map T defined in the proof of Proposition 4.11
and tacitly using Fubini’s theorem (which is possible because of Lemma 3.11
and Corollary 3.14) we obtain∫

g�x��1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A�� d�dx�

=
∫
E�g�x�1 �x /∈ ��d�x� ≤ t� u�x� ∈ A��� d�dx�

= E
[∫

g�x�1 �x /∈ ��d�x� ≤ t� u�x� ∈ A�� d�dx�
]

=
d−1∑
j=0

ajE
[∫ ∫

g�z+ sb�1 �δ���z� b� > s�1 �s ≤ t� b ∈ A�

× sd−j−1C+
j ���d�z� b��ds

]
=

d−1∑
j=0

ajE

[ ∞∑
n=1

∫ ∫
g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t� b ∈ A� sd−j−11

{
z /∈ ��n�

}
× 1 �δ���z� b� > s�Cj��n�d�z� b��ds

]

=
d−1∑
j=0

ajE

[∫ ∫ ∫
g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t�1 �b ∈ A� sd−j−11 {z /∈ T��\δ�y�K��

}
× 1 �δ�T���� z� b� > s�Cj�K+ y�d�z� b��ds��d�y�K��

]
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For �z� b� ∈NB�K+ y� and ����y�K��� > 0 we have

z /∈ T��\δ�y�K�� and δ�T���� z� b� > s

if and only if

d�T��\δ�y�K��� z+ sb� > s

In view of (4.22) the preceding chain of equalities can be continued with

=
d−1∑
j=0

ajE
[∫ {∫ ∫

g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t�1 �b ∈ A� sd−j−1

× 1
{
d�T��\δ�y�K��� z+ sb� > s

}
Cj�K+ y�d�z� b��ds

}
×��d�y�K��

]
=

d−1∑
j=0

aj

∫ ∫
E!�y�K�

[∫ ∫
g�z+ sb�1 �s ≤ t�1 �b ∈ A� sd−j−1

× 1 �d�T���� z+ sb� > s�Cj�K+ y�d�z� b��ds
]

× f�y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

=
∫ ∫

E!�y�K�
[∫

g�x�1 �0 < dB�K+ y�x� ≤ t� uB�K+ y�x� ∈ A�

× 1 �d�T���� x� > dB�K+ y�x��� d�dx�
]

× f�y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

=
∫
g�x�

{∫ ∫
E!�y�K�

[
1 �d�T���� x� > dB�K+ y�x��]

× 1 �0 < dB�K+ y�x� ≤ t� uB�K+ y�x� ∈ A�
× f�y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

}
� d�dx�

Since g� �d → �0�∞� was arbitrarily chosen, we obtain for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d

that

�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A� =
∫ ∫

E!�y�K�
[
1 �d�T���� x� > dB�K+ y�x��]

× 1 �0 < dB�K+ y�x��
≤ t� uB�K+ y�x� ∈ Af�y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

Using for all x�y ∈ �d and all convex K the easy to check relations

dB�K+ y�x� = dB�K− x�−y� and uB�K+ y�x� = uB�K− x�−y�
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as well as the change of variables y �→ −y, we can continue with

=
∫ ∫

E!�y�K�
[
1 �d�T���� x� > dB�K− x�y��]

× 1 �0 < dB�K− x�y� ≤ t� uB�K− x�y� ∈ A�f�−y�K�� d�dy�Q0�dK�

=
d−1∑
j=0

aj

∫ ∫ ∫
E!�−z−sb�K� �1 �d�T���� x� > s��

× 1 �s ≤ t�1 �b ∈ A� sd−j−1f�−z− sb�K�Cj�K− x�d�z� b��dsQ0�dK�

=
d−1∑
j=0

aj

∫ ∫ ∫
E!�x−z−sb�K�

[
1 �d�T���� x� > s�]

× 1 �s ≤ t�1 �b ∈ A� sd−j−1f�x− z− sb�K�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK�ds
This proves the absolute continuity while the asserted form (4.21) of the den-
sity follows directly from the definition of the expectation E!�x−z−sb�K��·�. ✷

A similar argument will be used to determine explicit expressions for the
densities of the intensity measures �+

j �· ×A� for measurable sets A ⊂ �d.

Theorem 4.17. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 be satisfied and
assume also that α is of the form (4.15). Let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then
�+
j �· ×A�, j = 0�    � d− 1, is absolutely continuous with density

λ+j �x�A� =
∫ ∫

P�x−z�K��d��\δ�x−z�K�� x� > 0�
× f�x− z�K�Cj�K�dz×A�Q0�dK�

Proof. Similarly as in the proof for Theorem 4.16 we obtain that

�+
j �·� = E

[ ∞∑
n=1

∫
1 ��z� b� ∈ ·�1

{
z /∈ ��n�

}
Cj��n�d�z� b��

]

=
∫ ∫

E!�x�K�
[∫

1 ��z� b� ∈ ·�1 �z /∈ ��Cj�K+ x�d�z� b��
]

× f�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�
which yields the result after the change of variables x+ z �→ y. ✷

Remark 4.18. In the preceding two theorems we have assumed that B is
smooth. This assumption implies that only the first term of the expansion in
Theorem 3.4 needs to be taken into account. The case of a general strictly con-
vex body B can be treated by considering additional terms in this expansion.
This requires the use of multivariate Palm probability measures as defined
in [15].
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Remark 4.19. The previous result suggests taking another look at
Theorem 4.1 and the subsequent discussion. Passing to the limit in (4.21)
as t → +0 in an informal way, yields indeed 2λ+d−1�x�	�x�A�. A formal jus-
tification of this convergence requires some additional assumptions such as
absolute continuity of the Palm distributions and boundedness and continuity
conditions on the densities. Rather than formulating a general theorem, we
shall discuss this below by means of examples.

Remark 4.20. In the proofs and statements of Theorems 4.16 and 4.17,
effectively one merely uses the reduced Palm distributions Q!�x�K��·� �=
P�x�K���\δ�x�K� ∈ ·� and not the Palm probabilities themselves. They satisfy
the equation

E
[∫

1
{��\δ�x�K�� x�K� ∈ ·}��d�x�K��

]
=
∫ ∫

1 ��ϕ�x�K� ∈ ·�Q!�x�K��dϕ�α�d�x�K��

Although these distributions are only unique α-almost everywhere, one can
use any version of them in Theorems 4.16 and 4.17.

In the remainder of this section we discuss some special cases of the preced-
ing two results. First, we consider a Gibbs process �. Such a point process is
a natural generalization of a Poisson process and can conveniently be defined
by the equation

E
[∫

1
{��\δ�x�K�� x�K� ∈ ·}��d�x�K��

]
= E

[∫ ∫
1 ����x�K� ∈ ·�λ���x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�

]
�

(4.23)

where λ is a nonnegative measurable function andQ0 is a probability measure
on � d. This is an integral definition of a Gibbs process with state space �d×
� d and local energy function − lnλ. We refer to Kallenberg [15] (see also [34])
for an extensive discussion of the point process approach to Gibbs processes.
The intensity measure of � is given by α�d�x�K�� = f�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�,
where f�x�K� �= E�λ���x�K��. We assume that these expectations are finite.
Our first result on Gibbs processes generalizes Proposition 4.11.

Proposition 4.21. Assume that B is smooth and let � be a Gibbs process
with local energy function − lnλ as described above. Then �+

j �· × A�, j =
0�    � d− 1, is for all measurable A ⊂ �d absolutely continuous with density

λ+j �x�A� =
∫
λ�x� x− y�K�Cj�K�dy×A�Qo�dK��

where

λ�x�y�K� �= E�1 �x /∈ ��λ���y�K��� x� y ∈ �d
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Proof. Equation (4.23) easily implies that α�2� is absolutely continuous
with respect to � d ⊗Q0 ⊗� d ⊗Q0 with density

�x1�K1� x2�K2� �→ E�λ��+ δ�x2�K2�� x1�K1�λ���x2�K2��
Therefore the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 are satisfied. Furthermore, note
that as a consequence of (4.23) we have

P�x�K���\δ�x�K� ∈ ·� = f�x�K�−1E�1 �� ∈ ·�λ���x�K��(4.24)

for α-a.e. �x�K�. In view of Theorem 4.17 and Remark 4.20 this yields the
result. ✷

Having identified the density in Theorem 4.17 for Gibbs processes, we now
show how Theorem 4.16 can be specified for such processes. Subsequently, we
will only consider contact distribution functions, but intensity measures can
be treated similarly.

Proposition 4.22. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.21 be satisfied and
let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then �1 − p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� is for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d

absolutely continuous with density

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1

×
∫ ∫

E�1 �d�x� > t�λ���x− z− tb�K��
× 1 �b ∈ A�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK�

(4.25)

The proof follows from Theorem 4.16 in the same way as Proposition 4.21
was deduced from Theorem 4.17.
Now we generalize the result in Remark 4.15.

Proposition 4.23. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.21 be satisfied and
assume moreover that λ is bounded, that the set of points of discontinuity of
λ�ϕ� ·�K� has � d measure zero for �P�� ∈ ·� ⊗ Q0�-a.e. �ϕ�K�, and that
(4.20) is satisfied. Let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then �1 − p̄�x��HB�x� t�A� is
differentiable at t = +0 for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d and the derivative satisfies

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=+0

�1− p̄�x��HB�x� t�A� = 2
∫ ∫

λ�x� x− z�K�Cd−1�K�dz×A�Q0�dK�

Proof. By Fubini’s theorem, for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d, and for P�� ∈ ·� ⊗
Cd−1�K� ·� ⊗Q0-a.e. �ϕ� z� b�K�, x− z is not a point of discontinuity of λ�ϕ� ·�
K�. Fix any such x ∈ �d. By Proposition 4.22 it suffices to show that then the
sum in (4.25) tends to the right-hand side of the asserted equality as t→+0.
The boundedness of λ and the integrability assumption (4.20) imply that the
jth integrand in the sum (4.25) is dominated by a function that is independent
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of t and integrable with respect to the measure P�dω�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK�.
By the dominated convergence theorem it suffices to show that for Cd−1�K� ·�-
a.e. �z� b� ∈ �d × �d, and for Q0-a.e. K ∈� d we have

1 �d�x� > t�λ���x− z− tb�K� → 1 �x /∈ ��λ���x− z�K�� P-a.s.

as t→+0. If x ∈ �, then the above limit is indeed 0. If x /∈ �, then the above
convergence is implied by the continuity property of λ. Hence the result is
proved. ✷

Our next example concerns the class of Cox processes, that is, Poisson pro-
cesses with a random intensity measure η (see, e.g., [15]). Formally, we intro-
duce η as a random element of the measurable space �M′�� ′�, whereM′ is the
set of all measures µ on �d×� d such that µ�·×� d� is locally finite and� ′ is
the σ-field generated by the vague topology. We let Pµ denote the distribution
of a Poisson process with intensity measure µ ∈ M′. Then � is a Cox process
directed by the random measure η if P�� ∈ ·�η� = Pη�·� P-a.s. In this case η
and � have the same intensity measure α�·� = E�η�·��. If the latter is σ-finite,
then we can introduce the Palm distributions V�x�K�, �x�K� ∈ �d ×� d, of η
as a stochastic kernel from �d ×� d to M′ satisfying

E
[∫

1 ��η�x�K� ∈ ·�η�d�x�K��
]
=
∫ ∫

1 ��µ�x�K� ∈ ·�V�x�K��dµ�α�d�x�K��
If η is deterministic, that is, η ≡ α, then � is a Poisson process andV�x�K� = δα
for α-a.e. �x�K�. In the following theorem we choose a random measure η such
that:

1. The intensity measure α of η is σ-finite.
2. The second moment measureE �η⊗η� is absolutely continuous with respect
to the product measure � d ⊗ Q0 ⊗ � d ⊗ Q0, where Q0 is a probability
measure on � d.

For example, we can choose a random measure η�ω�d�x�K�� = ζ�ω�x�K� ×
� d�dx�Q0�dK� with a nonnegative measurable function ζ such that
E�ζ�·� x� K�� <∞ for all �x�K� and η�ω� ∈M′ for all ω ∈ �.

Proposition 4.24. Assume that B is smooth and let � be a Cox process
directed by a random measure η as described above. Then the intensity mea-
sure α of � can be represented as in (4.15). Let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then
�1− p̄�x��HB�x� ·�A� is for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d absolutely continuous with density

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1

×
∫ ∫ ∫ [∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�Pµ�dϕ�
]
V�x−z−tb�K��dµ�

× 1 �b ∈ A�f�x− z− tb�K�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK��

(4.26)

where the V�x�K�, �x�K� ∈ �d×� d, are a version of the Palm distributions of η.
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Proof. The second factorial moment measure of a Poisson process with
intensity measure α′ equals α′ ⊗ α′. Hence we have α�2��·� = E��η ⊗ η��·��.
According to the assumption (2), α�2� is absolutely continuous with respect
to � d ⊗Q0 ⊗� d ⊗Q0. Assumption 2 also implies that α satisfies condition
(4.15). Thus we can apply Theorem 4.16. But (4.18) and the definition of a Cox
process easily yield that

Q!�x�K��·� �=
∫
Pµ�·�V�x�K��dµ�� �x�K� ∈ �d ×� d�

defines a version of the reduced Palm distributions of � (see Remark 4.20).
Substituting this into (4.21) completes the proof of the result. ✷

Example 4.25. For mixed Poisson processes, that is, if we choose the ran-
dom measure η�ω�d�x�K�� = ζ̄�ω�f̄�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK� with nonnegative
measurable functions ζ̄ and f̄, a probability measure Q0 on � d, and under
the assumption E�ζ̄� < ∞, the preceding proposition simplifies considerably.
Indeed, the density is given by

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1

×
∫ ∫ ∫ [∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�Pλα�dϕ�
]
λP�ζ̄ ∈ dλ�

× 1 �b ∈ A� f̄�x− z− tb�K�Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK��

(4.27)

where α�d�x�K�� �= f̄�x�K�� d�dx�Q0�dK�. In particular, the integral in
brackets can be further simplified with the help of Proposition 4.13.

The previous results contain an interesting generalization of Proposi-
tion 4.13.

Proposition 4.26. Assume that B is smooth. Let � be a Poisson process
with intensity measure α of the form (4.15), and let A ⊂ �d be measurable.
Then HB�x� ·�A� is for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d absolutely continuous and the density
t �→ hB�x� t�A� satisfies

hB�x� t�A� =
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1�1−HB�x� t��

×
∫ ∫

1 �b ∈ A�f�x− z− tb�K�
×Cj�K�d�z� b��Q0�dK�

(4.28)

Proof. Taking into account that P�d�x� > t� = �1− p̄�x���1−HB�x� t�� >
0, we can use (4.25) with λ���y�K� = f�y�K� to obtain the assertion. Of
course, one could infer the result directly from Theorem 4.16 or from
Proposition 4.24. ✷
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In our final example we assume that the point process E �= ∑∞
n=1 δξn is a

Poisson cluster process (see, e.g., [22, 15, 34]). To introduce such processes we
let N denote the set of all locally finite �
+ ∪ �∞��-valued measures ψ on �d

equipped with the Borel σ-field � generated by the vague topology. A Poisson
cluster process (or infinitely divisible) point process E is then completely char-
acterized by its KLM-measure P̃. This is a measure on N with P̃��0�� = 0 (0
is the zero measure) and

∫
1 �ψ�C� > 0� P̃�dψ� <∞ for all compact C ⊂ �d. If

such a measure is given and if 4 is a Poisson process on N with intensity mea-
sure P̃, then E = ∫

ψ4�dψ� is a Poisson cluster process with KLM-measure
P̃. Note that E is a Poisson process if and only if P̃ is concentrated on the
Dirac measures, that is, P̃��ψ� ψ��d� 	= 1�� = 0. If the intensity measure
β�·� �= E�E�·�� = ∫

ψ�·�P̃�dψ� of E is σ-finite, then we can define a stochastic
kernel x �→ P̃x�·� from �d to N by requiring that∫ ∫

1 ��ψ�x� ∈ ·�ψ�dx�P̃�dψ� =
∫ ∫

1 ��ψ�x� ∈ ·� P̃x�dψ�β �dx�

The probability measures P̃x, x ∈ �d, are the Palm distributions of P̃. Below
we will assume that � is an independent marking of E, where Q0 is the dis-
tribution of the typical grain. For a given ψ =∑

n δxn
∈ N we let 8�ψ� ·� denote

the distribution of the point process
∑

n δ�xn�Zn�, where the Zn are indepen-

dent with distribution Q0. The reduced Palm distributions of P̃ are defined
by P̃!x�·� =

∫
1 �ψ\δx ∈ ·� P̃x�dψ�. Finally, we denote by α̃!x�·� �=

∫
ψ�·�P̃!x�dψ�

the intensity measure of P̃!x.
In the following theorem we will have to impose the assumption p̄�x� < 1.

According to (2.6) in [12], for any compact set C ⊂ �d, we have the relation

P�� ∩C = �� =

exp
{
−
∫ (
1− ∏

x∈�d

P��Z0 + x� ∩C = ��ψ��x��
)
P̃�dψ�

}
(4.29)

with the convention 00 �= 1. This equation can be used for calculating the
distribution functions HB�x� t�. However, it does not seem to be possible to
deduce P�� ∩ C = �� > 0, say for C = �x0� and x0 ∈ �d, from (4.11) alone.
A simple sufficient condition yielding P�� ∩ C = �� > 0 for a compact set
C ⊂ �d is ∫

P��Z0 + x� ∩C 	= ��β�dx� <∞(4.30)

This can be inferred from an application of the estimate

1− ∏
x∈�d

P��Z0 + x� ∩C = ��ψ��x�� ≤
∫
P��Z0 + x� ∩C 	= ��ψ�dx�

to (4.29). Formally, (4.30) corresponds to the condition which one encounters
for a Poisson process E with intensity measure β. The stationary Euclidean
special case of our next result is discussed in [19].
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Proposition 4.27. Assume that B is smooth and let � be an independent

marking of a Poisson cluster process E with KLM-measure P̃. Assume that the
intensity measure β of E is absolutely continuous with density f and that α̃!x
is for β-a.e. x ∈ �d absolutely continuous with respect to a σ-finite measure
on �d. Let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then, for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d with p̄�x� < 1,
HB�x� ·�A� is absolutely continuous and the density t �→ hB�x� t�A� satisfies

hB�x� t�A� =
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1�1−HB�x� t��

×E
[ ∫ [ ∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�8�ψ�dϕ�P̃!x−z−tb�dψ�
]

× f�x− z− tb�1 �b ∈ A�Cj�Z0� d�z� b��
]
�

(4.31)

where Z0 is a random convex body with the distribution of the typical grain.

Proof. The crucial property of a Poisson cluster process we shall use
here is

Px�E\δx ∈ ·� =
∫ ∫

1 �ψ1 + ψ2 ∈ ·� P̃!x�dψ1�P�E ∈ dψ2��(4.32)

for β-a.e. x ∈ �d (see Lemma 10.6 in [15]). Here Px, x ∈ �d, are the Palm prob-
abilities of E which are defined similarly as P�x�K�. (Note that β is σ-finite).
In particular, we obtain for the second factorial moment measure β�2� of E
(defined similarly as α�2�) that for all measurableA1�A2 ⊂ �d the relationship

β�2��A1 ×A2� = �β⊗ β��A1 ×A2� +
∫
α̃!x1�A2�1 �x1 ∈ A1�β�dx1�

is satisfied. Since β and α̃!x are absolutely continuous and since it is easy to
check from the definitions and from the assumption that � is an independent
marking of E that

α�2��d�x1�K1� x2�K2�� = β�2��d�x1� x2��Q0�dK1�Q0�dK2��

Proposition 4.9 applies. Because � is an independent marking of E it also
follows that α = β⊗Q0 and furthermore it can easily be proved that

P�y�K���\δ�y�K� ∈ ·� =
∫ ∫

1 �ϕ ∈ ·�8�ψ\δy� dϕ�Py�E ∈ dψ�

for α-a.e. �y�K�. The definition of 8 implies∫
1 �ϕ ∈ ·�8�ψ1 + ψ2� dϕ� =

∫ ∫
1 �ϕ1 + ϕ2 ∈ ·�8�ψ1� dϕ1�8�ψ2� dϕ2�
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Using the latter two relationships and (4.32), we obtain for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ �d

and α-a.e. �y�K� that
P�y�K��d��\δ�y�K�� x� > t�

=
∫ ∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�8�ψ1 + ψ2� dϕ�P�E ∈ dψ2�P̃!y�dψ1�

=
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ1� x� > t�1 �d�ϕ2� x� > t�8�ψ1� dϕ1�

× 8�ψ2� dϕ2�P�E ∈ dψ2�P̃!y�dψ1�

= P�d�x� > t�
∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�8�ψ�dϕ�P̃!y�dψ��
where we have also used that

1 �d�ϕ1 + ϕ2� x� > t� = 1 �d�ϕ1� x� > t�1 �d�ϕ2� x� > t� 
Substituting this result into (4.21) we obtain the asserted formula. ✷

Example 4.28. In this example we give a more specific discussion of the
previous result. First, we introduce a Poisson cluster process in a more tra-
ditional way using a Poisson process Ep of parent points. Each point x ∈ Ep

generates another point process (cluster) with distribution κ�x� ·�. For given
Ep, these clusters are independent. The Poisson cluster process E is then
defined as the union of all clusters (see [22]). In fact, each infinitely divisible
point process can be represented this way. Let us assume that the intensity
measure of Ep is absolutely continuous with density fp. To ensure that E is
indeed well defined we have to assume that x �→ κ�x� ·� is a stochastic kernel
satisfying ∫

κ�x� �ψ� ψ�C� > 0��fp�x�� d�dx� <∞

for all compact C ⊂ �d. The KLM-measure P̃ is then given by the formula

P̃�·� =
∫
κ�x� ·\�0��fp�x�� d�dx�

We are now going to make some additional assumptions. First, we assume
that the mean numbers of cluster points

λcl�x� ·� �=
∫
ψ�·�κ�x�dψ�� x ∈ �d�

satisfy

λcl�x� ·� =
∫
fcl�x�y�1 �y ∈ ·�� d�dy��

for some measurable fcl� �d × �d → �0�∞�. The intensity measure β of E is
then given by β�dx� = f�x�� d�dx�, where

f�x� �=
∫
fp�y�fcl�y�x�� d�dy�
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is assumed to be finite for all x ∈ �d. Further, we assume that κ is of the form

κ�x� ·� =
∫
1 �T−xψ ∈ ·�g�x�ψ�µ�dψ�� x ∈ �d�

where g� �d × N → �0�∞� is measurable, µ is a probability measure on N
and Txψ is the measure ψ�· + x�. The special case g ≡ 1 corresponds to
homogeneous clustering. Let h� �d → �0�∞� be measurable. A straightforward
calculation yields that

P̃x�·� = 1/f�x�
∫ ∫

1
{
Ty−xψ ∈ ·}fp�x−y�g�x−y�ψ�ψ�dy�µ�dψ�� x ∈ �d�

is one possible choice of the Palm probabilities P̃x, x ∈ �d. In particular, it
follows for β-a.e. x ∈ �d that α̃!x is absolutely continuous with respect to the
measure ∫ ∫ ∫

1 �z+ x− y ∈ ·� �ψ\δy��dz�ψ�dy�µ�dψ��

which we assume to be σ-finite. If, for instance, the second reduced moment
measure of µ is absolutely continuous with respect to � d ⊗ � d, then α̃!x is
even absolutely continuous for β-a.e. x ∈ �d. One possible choice of µ suitable
for applications is the distribution of a Poisson process with σ-finite and abso-
lutely continuous intensity measure. In view of Proposition 4.27 we finally
compute, for � d-a.e. x ∈ �d for which p̄�x� < 1,

f�x− z− tb�
∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�x� > t�8�ψ�dϕ�P̃!x−z−tb�dψ�

=
∫ ∫ ∫

1
{
d�Ty−x+z+tb ϕ� x� > t

}
8�ψ\δy� dϕ�fp�x− z− tb− y�

× g�x− z− tb− y�ψ�ψ�dy�µ�dψ�

=
∫ ∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�y+ z+ tb� > t�8�ψ\δy� dϕ�fp�x− z− tb− y�
× g�x− z− tb− y�ψ�ψ�dy�µ�dψ�

Assuming that fp and g are bounded and continuous and that µ has finite
intensity measure, we see that the last expression converges to∫ ∫ ∫

1 �d�ϕ�y+ z� > 0�8�ψ\δy� dϕ�fp�x− z− y�g�x− z− y�ψ�ψ�dy�µ�dψ�

as t �→ +0. This has been announced in Remark 4.19.

5. Stationary grain models. In this section we assume that the grain
model � is stationary, that is, that the distribution of �+x is the same for all
x ∈ �d. We find it convenient (see [24]) to express stationarity in terms of an
abstract measurable flow θ� �d × � → � for which the bijections θx� � → �,
x ∈ �d, defined by θx�·� �= θ�x� ·�, satisfy the flow property θx ◦ θy = θx+y for
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all x�y ∈ �d. We then assume that the probability measure P is invariant
under all θx and that

��ω� − x = ��θxω�� x ∈ �d

The invariance property (2.3), which is also enjoyed by the additive extensions
of the support measures, implies that the random measures C+

j ��� ·�, j =
0�    � d− 1, inherit stationarity from �; that is,

C+
j ���ω�� �A+ x� ×C� = C+

j ���θxω��A×C��(5.1)

for all measurable A�C ⊂ �d. In particular it follows that the intensity mea-
sures �+

j are of product form if �
+
j �· ×�d� is locally finite. Assuming that the

intensity

λ+j �= E
[
C+

j ��� �0�1�d × �d�]
is finite, we have

�+
j �d�x� b�� = λ+j�

d�dx�	j�db��
where 	j is a probability measure on �d. In fact, we find that

	j�·� = �λ+j �−1�+
j ��0�1�d × ·�

if λ+j > 0. Note that 	 �= 	d−1 is the rose of directions introduced in the
previous section. Due to stationarity, the volume fraction p̄ �= P�x ∈ �� and
the contact distribution function

HB�t�A� �= P�d�x� ≤ t� u�x� ∈ A�x /∈ ��
are independent of x for all measurable A ⊂ �d. Therefore, in the present
stationary situation Corollary 4.6 implies that

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=+0

�1− p̄�HB�t�A� = 2λs�+d−1
∫
1 �∇hB̌�u� ∈ A�hB̌�u�Rs

d−1�du�

Our next aim is to introduce stochastic kernels κj, j = 0�    � d − 1, from
�× �d to �d satisfying

C+
j ���d�z� b�� = κj�z�db�C+

j ���dz× �d�� P-a.s.(5.2)

and being stationary in the sense that

κj�ω� z� ·� = κj�θzω�0� ·�� �ω� z� ∈ �× �d(5.3)

To reach that goal we take a measurable set D ⊂ �d with positive and finite
volume. By (5.1) and the assumption of invariance,

Qj�·� �=
1

� d�D�
∫ ∫

1 �z ∈ D�1 ��θzω� b� ∈ ·�

×C+
j ���ω�� d�z� b��P�dω�

(5.4)
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defines a measure on �×�d which is independent of D. In the terminology of
Mecke [23], Qj�· ×A� is the Palm measure of the stationary random measure
C+

j ��� · ×A�, where A ⊂ �d is measurable. If λ+j > 0, then

Pj�·� �= �λ+j �−1Qj�· × �d�

is the Palm probability of C+
j ��� ·×�d�. Just for completeness we define Pj �=

P if λ+j = 0. As in [34] we might interpret Pj as a conditional probability
measure given that 0 is a typical point of C+

j ��� ·×�d�. Equation (5.4) implies
the refined Campbell theorem∫ ∫

1 ��ω� b� x� ∈ ·�Qj�d�ω� b��� d�dx�

=
∫ ∫

1 ��θzω� b� z� ∈ ·�C+
j ���ω�� d�z� b��P�dω�

(5.5)

Next we introduce a stochastic kernel κ̃j from � to �d by disintegrating Qj

according to

Qj�d�ω� b�� = κ̃j�ω�db�Qj�dω× �d�

The definition κj�ω� z� ·� �= κ̃j�θzω� ·�, �ω� z� ∈ � × �d, yields a kernel with
the property (5.3) while (5.2) follows from a straightforward application of the
refined Campbell theorem (5.5).
The next result expresses expectations with respect to the stationary prob-

ability measure P in terms of the Palm probabilities Pj.

Theorem 5.1. For any measurable f� �→ �0�∞�,

E�1 �d�0� > 0�f� =
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jλ+j

×Ej

[∫ ∫
f ◦ θsb sd−j−11 �δ�0� b� > s�κj�0� db�ds

]
�

where Ej denotes expectation with respect to the Palm probability Pj.

Proof. Denote byW an arbitrary subset of �d with � d�W� = 1. Station-
arity gives

E�1 �d�0� > 0�f� = E
[∫

1 �x ∈W�1 �d�x� > 0�f ◦ θx� d�dx�
]
(5.6)

Recall that ai = ibi. Writing x = d�x�u�x� + p�x� and applying Theorem 3.3,
we obtain that the right-hand side of equation (5.6) is equal to

d−1∑
j=0

ad−jE
[∫∫

1�z+sb∈W�f◦θsb◦θz1�δ�0�b�◦θz>s�sd−j−1C+
j ���d�z�b��ds

]
�
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where we have also used that δ�ω� z� b� = δ�θzω�0� b�. Applying successively
(5.2), (5.3) and the refined Campbell theorem for Pj we obtain that the last
sum equals

d−1∑
j=0

ad−jλ
+
jEj

[∫ ∫ ∫
1 �z+ sb ∈W�

× f ◦ θsb 1 �δ�0� b� > s� sd−j−1κj�0� db�� d�dz�ds
]
�

which can be simplified to yield the right-hand side of the asserted equality.
✷

Theorem 5.1 allows several remarks and corollaries (cf. [20]). Using the
probability measures

Gj�·� �= Ej

[∫
1 ��δ�0� b�� b� ∈ ·�κj�0� db�

]
on �0�∞� × �d, we can generalize Theorem 2.1 in [20].

Corollary 5.2. For any measurable set A ⊂ �d and r ≥ 0, we have

�1− p̄�HB�r�A� =
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jλ+j
∫
1 �s ≤ r� sd−j−1Gj��s�∞� ×A�ds

Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 with f �= 1 ��d�0�� u�0�� ∈ �0� r� ×A�. ✷

The corollary says that �1− p̄�HB�·�A� is absolutely continuous with density

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jλ+j td−j−1Gj��t�∞� ×A�(5.7)

The fact that the contact distribution HB�·��d� is absolutely continuous has
been proved in [10] using Federer’s coarea theorem.

Remark 5.3. If follows directly from the definitions that

Ej�κj�0� ·�� = Gj��0�∞� × ·� =	j�·�
provided that λ+j > 0, since Gj��0� × �d� = 0. Hence the value of the density
(5.7) for t = 0 equals 2λ+d−1	�A�, which is in accordance with Theorem 4.1.

In the remainder of this section we discuss our results in terms of the
marked point process � = ∑∞

n=1 δ�ξn�Zn� and the point process E = ��· ×� d�
introduced in the previous section. A result by Weil and Wieacker [40] justifies
assuming that � is stationary, that is, we assume that

∞∑
n=1

δ�ξn◦θx�Zn◦θx� =
∞∑
n=1

δ�ξn−x�Zn�
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holds for all x ∈ �d. In other words, (5.1) is satisfied with C+
j ���·�� ·� replaced

by �. We also assume that the intensity

λE �= E
[
E��0�1�d�]

is strictly positive and finite. The intensity measure α of � then satisfies

α�d�x�K�� = λE�
d�dx�Q0�dK��

where Q0 is a probability measure on � d which is called the distribution of
the typical grain.
Just for simplicity we assume that E is simple, that is, E��x�� ≤ 1 for all

x ∈ �d. We can then define a � d-valued stochastic process �Z�x�� x ∈ �d� by
letting Z�x� �= Zn if x = ξn for some n ∈ � and Z�x� �=K0 otherwise, where
K0 is some fixed convex body. This process is stationary in the sense that
Z�x� = Z�0� ◦ θx, x ∈ �d. Denoting by PE the Palm probability of the point
process E, we have the following version of the refined Campbell theorem:

λE

∫ ∫
1 ��ω�x�Z�0�� ∈ ·�PE�dω�� d�dx�

=
∫ ∫

1 ��θxω�x�Z�x�� ∈ ·�E�ω�dx�P�dω�
(5.8)

Let K �→ PK
E be a version of the conditional probability PE�·�Z�0� = K�.

By (5.8),

P�x�K� = PK
E ◦ θx� �x�K� ∈ �d ×� d�(5.9)

is one possible choice of the Palm probabilities introduced in the previous
section, where we note that Q0 = PE�Z�0� ∈ ·�. From Theorem 4.16 we easily
obtain the following result.

Proposition 5.4. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 be satisfied and
let A ⊂ �d be measurable. Then �1− p̄�HB�·�A� is absolutely continuous with
density

t �→
d−1∑
j=0

ad−jt
d−j−1λE

×EE

[∫
1
{
d��\δ�0�Z�0��� z+ tb� > t

}
1 �b ∈ A�Cj�Z�0�� d�z� b��

]
�

(5.10)

where EE denotes expectation with respect to PE and ai = ibi.

Remark 5.5. If the second-order reduced moment measure∫
�ψ\δ0��·�PE �E ∈ dψ�

is absolutely continuous and � is an independent marking of E, then the
second factorial moment measure α�2� of � satisfies the assumption of Propo-
sition 4.9.
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Example 5.6. In Propositions 4.13 (see also Remark 4.14) and 4.26 we
found explicit expressions for the direction dependent contact distribution of
the inhomogeneous Boolean model. Under the additional assumption of sta-
tionarity, the function f which appears in these propositions is equal to the
constant λE. We write

Vj �=
∫
Cj�K��d × �d�Q0�dK� =

(
d
j

)
bd−j

∫
V�K�j�� B̌�d− j��Q0�dK�

for the mean of the total jth Minkowski support measure and

Sj�·� �=
∫
Cj�K��d × ·�Q0�dK�

for the mean jth Minkowski surface area measure. Then we obtain

HB�t� �=HB�t��d� = 1− exp
[
−λE

d−1∑
i=0

bd−it
d−iVi

]
and, if B is smooth,

hB�t�A� �= hB�x� t�A� = λE

d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jtd−j−1�1−HB�t��Sj�A��

independent of x ∈ �d. This implies, for any measurable function g� �0�∞� ×
�d → �0�∞�, that
E
[
g�d�0�� u�0���0 /∈ �

]
= λE

d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−j
∫ ∫

g�s� b�sd−j−1 exp
[
−λE

d−1∑
i=0

bd−is
d−iVi

]
dsSj�db�

Of course, the latter equation can also be derived from Proposition 5.4 using
Slivnyak’s theorem PE�E\δ0 ∈ ·� = P�E ∈ ·� and taking into account that �
also under PE is an independent marking of E.
In the course of the proof of Proposition 4.13 we have especially shown that∫

� d�K+ rBd�Q0�dK� <∞� r > 0�

is a consequence of our general assumption (A2). Therefore we can assume
that ∫

Vj�K�Q0�dK� <∞� j ∈ �0�    � d− 1��

where Vj�·�� j ∈ �0�    � d�, are the classical (Euclidean) quermass-integrals.
Then

HB�t� = 1− exp
[
−λE

d−1∑
j=0

(
d

j

)
td−j

∫
V�K�j�� B̌�d− j��Q0�dK�

]
(5.11)
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holds true for an arbitrary convex body B containing the origin (see also [37]).
For example, if B is a line segment, then we obtain the linear contact distri-
bution. These extensions can be established by approximating B from outside
by a decreasing sequence of strictly convex bodies. But, of course, this can also
be verified more directly.

If, in addition, Q0 is invariant with respect to rotations, then one can use
(5.3.24) from [28] as well as

ρB�t� �= ρB�x� t� = λE

d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�
(
d

j

)
td−j−1

∫
V�K�j�� B̌�d− j��Q0�dK�

(independent of x ∈ �d) to deduce the well-known relation

ρB�t� = λE

d∑
k=1

ktk−1
bkbd−k
bd

Vk�B�(
d
k

) ∫
Vd−k�K�Q0�dK�

This completes the discussion of the homogeneous Boolean model.
Finally, we generalize Proposition 5.4. The assertion is similar to Theo-

rem 5.1 and follows by combining the methods of the proofs of Theorem 5.1
and Theorem 4.16. The details are left to the reader.

Theorem 5.7. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.9 be satisfied. For any
measurable f� �→ �0�∞�,

E�1 �d�0� > 0�f�

=
d−1∑
j=0

�d− j�bd−jλE

×EE

[∫ ∫
f ◦ θz+sbsd−j−11

{
d��\δ�0�Z�0��� z+ sb� > s

}
×Cj�Z�0�� d�z� b��ds

]


(5.12)
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